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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
It has become more and more apparent that while children can spell 
words correctly from a given dictated list, they often misspell the very 
same words in everyday writing situations. 
The purpose of this study is to determine the ability of the pupil 
to transfer spelling words to language situations after using the same 
words in a variety of specially constructed exercises. No specific 
spelling instruction was included in the exercises; however, writing of 
the words in meaningful situations was emphasized. 
Transfer of training has been suggested by many as the key to the 
solution of this problem. Yet information and studies on transfer in 
relation to spelling is scarce, and that which has been done is vague and 
indefinite. Although a great deal of experimentation has taken place in 
the past thirty years which aids the teaching of spelling, relatively 
little has been done in this area, with the exception of an experiment y 
done by Clifford P. Archer. 
The majority of research that has been written and an analysis of y 
Archer's experiment indicates that much more investigation of transfer 
!J Clifford P. Archer, Transfer of Training in Spelling, University of 
Iowa Studies in Education, Volume 5, Number 5, University of Iowa, 1931. 
?) Loc. cit. 
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in regard to spelling is needed before any meaningful conclusions can be 
drawn. This thesis is one more attempt to continue research in this 
particular area. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
1. Methods of Teaching Spelling 
Early spelling methods.-- In 1783, the appearance of Noah Webster's 
American Speller marked the separation of the study of spelling from 
reading and established it as an independent school s~ject. During the 
nineteenth century, a large number of spelling books were published, the 
earliest of which contained many words religious in nature, probably an 
influence due to the character of "The New England Primer." Words 
contained in the spellers of this period were generally chosen because of 
their difficulty and current geographies and histories supplied many 
unusual words for the spelling lists. y 
In a recent conment on modern methods of teaching spelling, Burrows 
summarizes by stating that: 
"Despite the gains that have been made, many problems of 
method in spelling are still unanswered. Dolch, Fitzgerald, Horn, 
Strickland, and others believe that a multi-sense approach should 
be used in learning to spell. Questions on phonics are being 
revitalized by Bates and others and some answers are tending to 
move educators in new directions. " 
y Alvina F. Burrows and Committee, "Children's Written Composition," 
Elementary English (February, 1959), Volume 41:115. 
-3-
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Improved spelling methods needed.-- An experiment conducted in the 
schools of Staunton attempted to answer the question, "Do spelling books 
teach spelling?" A Standard series of workbook spellers, widely known and 
used were employed in a part of this experiment. Results showed that 
spelling is learned by some children without teaching but by others only 
after teaching and sometimes not at all. It was concluded that some 
children are suffering much loss of time sitting through spelling lessons 
that they do not need while poor spellers need teaching of easy words, the 
difficult words not being learned at all. The authors conclude that 
spelling books are not a satisfactory answer, stating that: "Much still 
needs to be determined before a particular faculty knows just what the 
school should do about spelling." 
Effect on composition.-- As useless words, difficult and otherwise, 
have been dropped from the vocabulary of modern spellers, the true purpose y 
of learning to spell for actual writing needs becomes clear. Durrell 
makes the statement that: 
11If spelling is to affect written composition, it is essential 
that it be closely correlated with composition. The teaching of 
spelling will fail to have the desired influence upon composition 
if specific provision is not made to that end, or if correlation 
consists only of using words in sentences without particular 
emphasis on purposes or the development of ideas •••• " 
y H. A. Curtis and .o:. w. Dolch, "Do Spelling Books Teach Spelling?" 
Elementary School Journal (April, 1939), 39:584-592. 
, y Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities, World Book 
Company, New York, 1940, p. 4o6. 
I 
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Parke emphasizes that because of the public demand for better 
spelling progress should be made in relating the teaching of spelling more 
closely to written expression. In this article the author designates 
writing activities of social significance which should be widely 
experienced by children. 
Research on spelling vocabulary.-- Into the spellers used during the 
early part of this century, an exceedingly large number of words were 
introduced, the daily spelling load containing as many as twelve words in y 
a typical lesson, according to McKee. McKee points out that: "Spelling 
textbooks included many words which were relatively unimportant for the 
Ill 
I 
I, 
I' 
II 
pupil to know how to spell and omitted many words which were very important II 
for him to learn how to spell. " 11 
During the past thirty years, much research has been carried on in 
order to determine what words shall be taught in the spelling lessons in 
2/ 
the elementary schools. McKee recalls that in 1915 a list of ten or 
eleven thousand words was considered necessary for teaching in the six 
years of elementary schools. Realizing that it is social utility which 
must be the criteria by which words for spelling study are to be selected 
and that a writing vocabulary determines what words must be actually 
spelled, investigators have made studies of commonest writing activities. 
y Margaret Parke, "A New Look at Spelling, 11 Elementary English (February, 
1955), 32:101-109. 
Sf Paul McKee, Language in the Elementary School, Houghton Mifflin Company, 
I 
Boston, 1939, p. 23. I 
'J/ Ibid., p. 23. 1 
II 
11 
I 
I 
y 
An investigation by Horn of the writing vocabulary of adults revealed 
6 
that the number of different words was very small compared to the number y 
of running words. Conclusions which have been drawn from the studies 
of adult writing are that Horn's list represents the 101 000 words of 
greatest importance in adult writing and that a minimum list for school 
11 
children should be based on this vocabulary. Dolch has included as an 
appendix to his book a list of 2,000 words orhich represent 0.95 of all 
written words used. Composite word lists of words used in various 
spellers have been made and it has been noted that all school spelling 
!Y books have lists of 3,500 to 4,000 words. Words in different spellers 
do not agree and a list of commonest words would be very large indeed. 
21 
McKee concludes that: "The efficient learning of four or five 
thousand words will give one adequate command of practically all the 
words needed in the common spelling activities of daily life" while 
§I 
Foran asserts that: "The immediate aim of spelling is to impart a 
knowledge of the words most commonly used in writing." 
Y Ernest Horn, A Basic Writing Vocabulary - 10,000 Words Most Commonly 
Used in Writing, University of Iowa Monographs in Education, First Series, 
No. 4, College of Education, State University of Iowa, Iowa City, 1926. 
£1 Paul McKee, op. cit., p. 43. 
11 William E. Dolch, Better Spelling, The Garrard Press, Champaign, 
Illinois, 1942, p. 257. 
JY W. J. Jones, Concrete Investigation of the Material of English 
Spelling, University of South Dakota, Vermillion, South Dakota, 1914. 
21 Op. cit., p. 63. 
-::-
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Conclusions to be drawn from this mass of research is that it would 
seem sensible to use a list of tlvO to three thousand commonest words 
which are needed by children and the very large list of "less common" 
words used by individuals under various circumstances should be taken 
care of in other ways than by inclusion on a school spelling list. 
Use of word lists.-- Many devices for building individual word lists 
1/ 
have been suggested. strickland- believes that the child's writing needs 
should determine his individual word list. 
y 
The results of one study 
show that the spelling needs of children cannot be met by depending com-
pletely on prepared lists and that some device such as a notebook with an 
11 
alphabetical reference arrangement is desirable for this purpose. Guiles 
claims that a special spelling period devoted to the study of a basic list 
!±/ 
of words has only a limited influence on spelling accuracy. Tidyman 
suggests that the teacher should supply the words for which the child has 
only occasional need, the child endeavoring to master the words he uses 
more frequently. 
!/ Ruth G. Strickland, The Language Arts in the Elementary School, D. c. 
Heath Co., Boston, Mass., 1957. 
Y F. N. Korbeck, A Stucty of the Use of Words Which are the Philadelphia 
Spelling List as Reflected in Compositions Written by 5, 6, 7 Grade 
Pu ils in a Philadel hia Public School, Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
, Temple University, Philadelphia, 19 3. 
lf R. E. Guiles, "Effect of Formal Spelling on Spelling Accuracy," 
Journal of Educational Research (December, 1943), 37:284-289. 
!±/Willard F. Tidyman and Marguerite Butterfield, Teaching the Language 
Arts, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1951, p. 355. 
·:t:-
8 
Grade placement of words.-- While research has contributed much of 
value toward the proper selection of a small list of essential words to be 
studied in the elementary grades, the problem of grade placement and word 
grouping is better solved with the additional information provided by y 
recent studies. McKee points out that if the grade placement of words 
is such that the child understands that his spelling list is made up of 
words for which he has present and future use, he may see more clearly the 
need to study them. The most important words should be learned first, but 
the child's abilities at a given grade level should determine the diffi-
cul ty of the words to be learned. In this connection, Paul McKee 
gj 
distinguishes between learning difficulty and spelling difficulty of 
certain words. This author states: 11What is needed is information which 
will show the grade-level in which a word unlearned by children in that 
grade can be mastered within a reasonable length of time." He has said 
that it is the learning difficulty which should determine the grade-level 
at which a word is taught. It is pointed out in an article by Horn: 
]/ 
"Words taught in any grade should be chosen from among words that appear 
frequently in writing done by the child in that grade and also in adult 
writing." 
i7 Op. cit., p. 137. 
gj Ibid., p. 21. 
3/ ernest Horn, "Research in Spelling, 11 Elementary English Review 
\January, 1944), 21:6. 
I 
I, 
Motivation.-- Because spelling is a subject which lacks the intrinsic 
interest of most school subjects, strong motivation is necessary. One y 
· author states that: "Interests probably bear a closer relationship to 
the nature of learning activities regardless of subject than they do to 
subjects regardless of the way in which the subject is presented." 
For the young child and for the older student both, the need to spell 
words correctly in actual writing needs would seem to be the strongest y 
kind of motivation. This has been discussed by Catteral and it is 
pointed out that the more opportunities provided for children to write 
things that are important to them, the more value they see in being able 
to spell. If the child is always asked to write for a real audience, to 
write letters which will actually be delivered to someone he knows, or 
notices for the bulletin board, he may acquire a feeling of consideration 
for others and of social approval. 
21 
McKee makes the statement: 11The pupil should understand that the 
words taught are those which are the most important for him to spell." 
Both in adult life and in the school life of the child, the interest, 
desire and awareness of the need to spell correctly must be present if 
effective spelling learning is to be achieved. 
!/ Thomas G. Foran, op. cit., p. 151. 
y Margaret N. Catteral, An Evaluation of the Effectiveness of Spelling 
Enrichment Exercises as an Aid to Learnin and Retention in Grade VII, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 19 7. 
l/ Op. cit., p. 137 • 
... -~.-~== 
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11 
However, Burrows points out: 
"Anyone who has dealt sympathetically with a child's world 
knows that from his angle there is little real urgency to spell 
correctly. The vagaries of English orthography have little to 
do with the drives and compulsions of ten year old life,,,,That 
motive actually does affect spelling ability, is yet to be proved, 
but that compelling desire for accuracy produces gratifying results 
in some cases. 11 
Constructive suggestions for the developing of a spelling consciousness y 
10 
have been made by various authors. Some believe that spelling conscious-
ness is strengthened by the occasional exercise of checking all words in a y 
composition, Smith says that: "The habits of work and attention that 
we help the child develop will carry him through many tasks for which he 
feels no immediate need." This author feels that these acquired habits 
result in two forces,-the motivational value of all good habits and 
!Y 
efficiency of ease and effort. Pupils are more likely to strive toward 
vital goals, when they themselves feel that the goals are important than 
21 i 
when they ~lire prodded by taskmasters. It has also been suggested that 
I 
the use of :newspapers, magazines and signs which contain misspellings to 
I 
emphasize ~is point with children in the upper grades be used, 
! 
!f Alvina freut Burrows, Teaching Children in the Middle Grades, D. c. 
Heath and ~ompany, New York, 1952, p. 222 • 
. 'ij Willard' F. Tidyman, op. cit., p. 355. 
2J Henry P. Smith, Psychology in Teaching, Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 
1955, p. 192. 
!J Ibid., p. 195. 
21 H. R. Finch, "The Use of Newspapers, Magazines to Teach Punctuation and 
Spelling," English Journal (January, 1949), 38:44. 
===:=====#-============···====~~~====#==== ll 
y 
Kinds of spelling knowledge.-- In his book, Dolch explains the 
several kinds of spelling knowledge. There are a number of ways of 
knowing how to spell and different people use various means to spell 
words, some placing more or less reliance on one or two methods. 
Hand spelling.-- The automatic unconscious act of putting one letter 
after another, "hand spelling" is the kind that most of us have come to 
use. The old exercise of writing words many times has been abandoned in y 
favor of frequent use in writing, Dolch says: "Hand-habits can only be 
retained for words which recur frequently in writing. We now teach 
spelling by other methods but realize that through sufficient practice over 
a long enough period of time, hand-habits of spelling will ultimately 
develop," 
Lip spelling.-- Lip spelling is used frequently when the hand does 
2.1 
not know the word, At times this method may be helpful but Dolch says: 
"This method of study •••• cannot be reconmended for the leanling of spelling 
in high school, college or in later life," 
Ear spelling,-- Ear spelling is especially useful in the spelling, 
syllable by syllable, of long words which are phonetically spelled, The 
!!/ 
same author asserts: "Ear-spelling will always be widely used but may 
lead to mistakes because spelling may be unphonetic," In this connection 
1/ William E. Dolch, op. cit. 
y Opo cit., p. 49. 
2) Ibid,, p, 49. 
!!! Ibid,, p. 5o. 
!I Burrows suggests: 
12 
"Exercises in clear prommciation and enunciation 
can be worked out by the children •••• Such exercises and activities are 
related as much to spelling and speech as to reading. 11 In this connection 
y 
Tuttle states that some failures in spelling lists are due to the 
failure on the part of the teacher to pronounce each word slowly and 
distinctly. 
§Ye spelling.-- Eye spelling consists of getting a visual image of 
the word and this procedure is most readily used as a check on both hand 
and ear spelling. Writing spelling words a few times during the study 
program will help to establish the visual image in his own handwriting. 
v 
Dolch says: "Eye-spelling is not an all sufficient method •••• because 
many children cannot keep in mind clear visual images of the thousands of 
!±I 
words which sooner or later they will wish to write." However, Foran 
states: " •••• analysis of achievement and studies of special disability 
indicate that visual perception is one of the most, if not the most im-
portant element in the combination of abilities by which learning is 
effected. 11 This author feels that the ability to see similarities and 
small differences in printed forms is the core of spelling ability and 
£/Alvina Treut Burrows, What About Phonics?, Bulletin, 1951, Number 57, 
Association for Childhood Educational International, Washington, D. c., 
p. 22. 
2/ F. P. Tuttle, "What Are Your Spelling Results?", American Childhood 
(November, 1950), 36:12. 
2/ 0p. cit., p. So. 
!±/ Thomas G. Foran, "Basic Psychology and Techniques in Spelling," 
Education (February, 1937), 57:364. 
that such visual perception depends largely on correlated kinesthetic 
experience which strengthens the visual impressions and their retention. 
1/ 
Catteral- says: " •••• during learning, emphasis should be on visual 
imagery." 
Thought spelling.-- In spite of the irrationalities of the English 
language, thought spelling can and should be used much more y widely if we 
are to improve our work in spelling, Dolch says: 
"There are two reasons why thought-spelling should have a 
large place in our teaching, First, thought-spelling continues 
to be used after other methods may have been forgotten, Adults 
often find themselves 'figuring out• words that they perhaps 
learned years ago by some other method but have since forgotten," 
3/ 
Thought-spelling has been defined by Dolch- as the process which takes 
place 11 .... when we are figuring out what to do because the hand will not 
operate, the lips do not move, the sounds are not followed by letters, or 
the mental picture does not come." Becoming aware of devices which con-
nect spelling with the meaning of the word, as business--busy-ness--is a 
type of thought-spelling, The remembering of peculiarities, exceptions, 
word groupings, homophones and spelling generalizations are all examples 
of such thought processes. 
!±/ 
Word grouping.-- In a study conducted by Watson it is concluded 
13 
that economy of teaching spelling is most likely to result from developing 
i/ ~~rgaret M, Catteral, op, cit., p, 6, 
~/William E. Dolch, op, cit,, p. 193. 
1/ Op, cit., p. 193. 
!J./ Alice E. \'Iatson, Experimental Studies in the Psychology and Pedagogy 
of Spelling, Contributions to Education, Number 638, Teacher's College, 
Columbia University, New York City, 1935, p. 82, 
::-
efficient techniques for dealing with relationships among spelling words 
such as procedures of linking, grouping, comparing and contrasting. This 
method integrates the details of pupils' learning into thought patterns. 
Weekly teaching plans.-- Plans for the weekly word study in most 
elementary classrooms are generally approached in one of two ways. One 
method is that of test, study and test, whereby the pupil may eliminate 
those words which he already knows and study only those which he does not 
know. The other approach is that of study, test, study, test, whereby y 
the entire word list is discussed and prepared by all. Dolch feels 
that the latter method is superior because checking pronunciation, making 
sure of meaning, and word analysis is essential work for the whole class. y 
In regard to the second method Dolch states: "The first test must be 
treated as a check upon the study period and not as an examination. 11 
J/ Fitsgerald believes that Test-Study and Study-Test plan is best for 
slow learners. 
Number of words in a lesson.-- The results of research indicate 
that the number of words to be taught in a given lesson may be small. 
!±/ Foran states that with a 4,000 word list the average number of words 
to be studied each week should be fourteen. 
!/ Op. cit., p. 170. 
y ~ .• p. 175. 
3/ James A. Fitzgerald, The Teaching of Spelling, The Bruce Publishing 
Tiompany, Milwaukee, 1951. 
!±/ Qp. cit., p. 74. 
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Time allotment for spelling.-- Most authors agree that fifteen 
minutes daily spelling time is adequate although they do not all agree as y 
to how this time is to be used. Paul McKee says : 11The amount of time 
has little to do with the efficiency of the spelling program." He feels 
that the important consideration is how the time is spent. 
Presentation of words.-- It is agreed that presenting the weekly word 
list in as many ways as possible is in accord with what is known about the 
various kinds of spelling knowledge. There is a difference of opinion as 
to how much word meaning should be stressed during the initial presenta-
Y 
tion of words. McKee claims that the results of studies indicate that 
the column form is slightly superior to context form while in a report of 
J/ 
an experimental study on the relative value of column form and sentence 
form in presenting words for study purposes, the data show that pupils who 
studied words in column form learned more words than did those who studied 
!±/ in sentence form. Horn also found the column form of words for study 
more effective than the paragraph form. 
Pre-test.-- Whenever a pre-test is used a rule of no guessing should 
prevail and the reason for it made clear. If this attitude can be 
cultivated and maintained, questionable words should receive needed study. 
!J Paul McKee, op. cit. 
'ij Ibid. 
J/ W. H. Winch, "Additional Researches on Learning to Spell," Journal of 
Educational Research (1916), Volume 7:93-110. 
4/ Ernest Horn, "Research in Spelling," Elementary English Review 
\January, 1944), 21:6. 
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y 
The results of one study show that if a preliminary test is not used 
seventy-five per cent of the time is wasted. 
Methods of stucty.-- The study period is the next step in either plan 
and should be a learning period supervised and directed by the teacher. y 
The essentials of an effective method of individual word study have been 
listed as follows: 
1. Pronounce, looking at the word by syllables. 
2. Close eyes and try to see the word as it is in the book, 
saying syllables distinctly in a whisper. 
3. Open eyes and check; repeat if wrong. 
4. Write the word without looking; repeat if wrong. 
Most authorities stress that some system of spelling study be taught 
to the class as a whole and serve as a model for independent individual 
dl 
study in upper grades and in adult life. Foran says: 
"•• •• it is necessary to provide children not only with the 
ability to spell a certain number of words but also with the 
ability to learn such additional words as they may require. It 
is just as necessary to train children to study spelling as it is 
to render the spelling of a small number of words habitual and 
automatic." 
1/ E. Ritter and Ernest Horn, An Experiment in Individual Instruction in 
Spelling, Unpublished Study, College of Education, State University of 
Iowa, Iowa City. 
Y The National Society for the Study of Education, Eighteenth Yearbook, 
Part I, p. 72. 
dJ Thomas G. Foran, op. cit., p. 3. 
:;: 
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y 
This same author points out that in word study all forms of 
17 
presentation are needed because the impression created is not dependent on 
?) 
any single form of association. Parke says: "These habits are more 
important than learning a list of words, for no list can cover all the 
d/ 
words that an individual needs." Tuttle states, regarding the study of 
spelling: " •••• the child should get it through eye, voice, ear and hand." 
Review of spelling work.-- In discussing the reviewing of words, 
!J 
Foran says: "Reviews of wards that are already known are monotonous and 
much reviewing serves no need." He feels that most reviewing should be 
individualized to a much greater extent than it is at present. 
Grouping of spelling words.-- Much has been said about the various 
21 
ways in which words should be grouped for the spelling lesson. Foran 
has expressed the belief that words having the same letter combinations 
should be taught together because the common element will intensify the y 
impression in the child's mind. In this connection Dolch says: "In 
such word grouping there is no thought of a rule; one word r~~nds the 
pupil of one or more of the other words." It has been pointed out that 
y Ibid., p. 365. 
?) Op. cit., p. 108. 
d/ Op. cit., p. 13. 
!±/ Op. cit., p. 54. 
21 Op. cit., p. 365. 
y Op. cit., p. 198. 
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such similar words should be presented first, the children being helped to 
!I discover the generalizations for themselves. The pupil's self-discovery 
of generalization in attacking spelling words has been applied to the y 
learning of some spelling rules by Carlson, 
Spelling rules.-- Many authors have discussed the matter of what 
rules shall be taught and there seems to be a general agreement that rules 
which apply to many situations1 have few exceptions and are not too complex 
J! 
should be taught inductively. Dolch lists the rules which have been 
validated by research, 
Enrichment of spelling program.-- An enrichment program of exercises 
in auditory and visual discrimination, word analysis, word building, and 
dictionary skills used in an experimental program showed that groups made 
marked gains in spelling abilities. While sound blending skills and 
!!/ 
structural analysis reinforce instruction in reading, Durrell has 
pointed out the need for precise and accurate association of visual forms 
and sounds is much greater in spelling than in reading because in reading 
the word needs only to be recognized while in spelling it must be 
reproduced. 
!/ William A, Kottmeyer, S~elling, Monograph, Webster Publishing Co., 
St. Louis, Mississippi, 19 S. 
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J! op. cit., p. 218. jf 
!!/ K, Russell, Helen Murphy and Donald Durrell, Developing Spelling Power, ~~~ 
World Book Co,, Yonkers-on-Hudson, 1957. 1' 
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Effect of handwriting on spelling.-- The quality and speed of hand- 1 
writing often causes difficulty in spelling. Letter by letter copying of 
!I 
words without thought analysis leads to skipping letters. Foran states 
that 0.20 of all mistakes are to be found in the omission of letters and 
that the remedy for these errors lies in better handwriting. 
?.! Fitzgerald concludes: 
"The child should learn to spell the words presented in a 
basic list, master a method by which he can learn to spell any 
words he needs, and integrate his knowledge of writing in 
activities in school and in real life situations." 
2. Psychology of Transfer 
J/ 
History of transfer.-- According to Cronbach, exercising the mind 
(like taking the dog out for a romp) was the chief purpose of the second-
ary curriculum at the turn of the century. The study of a language was 
thought to develop concentration because it demanded concentration; 
mathematics involved hard reasoning, so studying mathematics made the 
pupil a reasoner. 
!±/ Smith, Stanley, and Shores conclude that this Theory of Formal 
Discipline assumes that the mind 
"operates through distinct and unitary faculties or powers, 
such as reason, will, memory and observation, which constitute the 
fl Op. cit., p. 99. 
g( James A. Fitzgerald, op. cit., p. 82. 
J/ Lee J. Cronbach, Educational Psychology, Harcourt, Brace and Company, 
New York, 1954, p. 247. 
!±/B. o. Smith, William 0. Stanley, and J. Harlan Shores, Fundamentals 
Curriculum Development, World Book Co., Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 
1950, p. 200. 
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basic forms of mental activity •••• that since each of these 
faculties is a unitary power, it can, when properly disciplined, 
be utilized with equal facility on any appropriate material. 
(For example, having developed and disciplined the reason upon 
such material as grammar, logic, and mathematics, the mature 
student is equipped to reason cogently in any field of endeavor 
requiring reason as soon as he has mastered the facts relevant 
to that field.) 11 
An early experiment of William James 
!I 
to determine whether mental 
exercise does any good brought him to the conclusion that no amount of 
20 
culture would seem capable of modifying man's general retentiveness. He 
advises that if you wish to better your memory you should learn more about 
the subject matter so that you will understand the material better. y 
Thorndike however, used the then newly-invented intelligence test 
as a means of measuring transfer. His findings showed that "the pupils 
who took practical subjects gained nearly as much as the pupils who 
studied subjects prescribed for disciplinary value." 
From evidence in the Thorndike, James, and subsequent studies, 
2.1 Cronbach concluded that "attempts to teach for transfer are not worth 
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while." Educators who had been trying to develop the mind now concluded, lj 
The conception of men tal ability as a li in effect, that there is no "mind. 11 
skullful of faculties or powers like memory, reasoning, and judgment was 
discarded. 
!/ William James, Psychology, Holt, New York, 1892, p. 296. 
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•I ii y E. L. Thorndike, "Mental Discipline in High School Studies," Journal of li 
Educational Psychology, 15 (1924), pp. 1-22, 83-98. I 
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1/ Op. cit., P• 250. 
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As reported by Kandel, the theories of Formal Discipline and transfer 
of training were discarded as myths used to bolster up the perpetuation of 
traditional academic subjects. 
Professional educational writers were much impressed by the evidence 
that the old curriculum was failing to do what it claimed, Some of them 
overstated the results as showing that transfer of learning was not 
possible. Others saw that transfer is certainly present, just because 
tomorrow's task is never exactly like today's. It was concluded, from the 
evidence at hand, that transfer is only to be expected when the learning 
situation is very much like the life situation where the learning will be 
used. Transfer to markedly different situations was not expected. There-
fore, they tried to make school situations as nearly identical to "life" y 
as possible. 
21 
Definition of transfer.-- Jensen defines transfer as "that process 
by which something learned has an effect upon learning or recall of 
something else." 
HI According to Pressey, Robinson, and Horrocks, 
"The use of the results of previous learning in a situation 
that differs in some way from that in which the original learning 
took place is called •transfer of training.' Retention is basic 
to transfer of learning for without retention there obviously can 
be no transfer. 11 
1 I. L. Kandel, "Transfer of Training Again," School and Safety, 
September, 1949), 70:202, 
yap. cit., p. 250. 
3/ Barry T, Jensen, "What About Transfer?" Peabod.z Journal of Education, 
\September, 1956), 34:71. 
HI Sidney L. Pressey, Francis P. Robinson, and John E. Horrocks, Ps.zchology 
~ in Education, Harper & Brothers, New York, 1959, p. 260. 
-- ~--== 
y 
Craig states that "'Transfer of training' is cormnonly defined as the 
influence that learning experiences in one situation have on other unex-
perienced situations." y 
Hilgard expresses the following view: 
"One problem of economy in learning relates to the extent to 
which the learning of some one thing helps the learning of something 
else. This spread of learning is commonly called transfer of 
training." :: 
II J/ 
Deese comes to the general conclusion that negative transfer occurs 11 
'I I,
when one task interferes with performance on another task; positive trans-
fer occurs when one task facilitates performance on another task. 
On the subject of positive and negative transfer, Jensen makes the 
!Y 
following generalizations: 
Generalizations about positive transfer 
1. 
2. 
Occurs more readily when principles are learned than when 
one acquires specific behaviors. 
Ability to apply a principle to new situations is considered 
a good indication of understanding that principle. 
Generalizations relevant to negative transfer include these: 
3. Interference (transfer effect) is greater when similar materials 
are learned by rote very close together in point of time than 
when dissimilar or when the learning periods are separated. 
4. When materials are better learned less interference is likely 
to occur than when less well learned. 
!/ Robert c. Craig, The Transfer Value of Guided 
College, Columbia University, New York, 19 3, p. 
2/ Ernest R. Hilgard, Introduction to Psychology, 
Company, New York, 1953, p. 255. 
, Teachers 
Harcourt, Brace and 
J/ James Deese, The Psychology of Learning, 
New York, 1952, p. 216. 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
!Y Op. cit., P• 75. 
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5. Limited experience with objects used in specific ways may 
prevent their use in other ways (1). 
Some general principles of learning and transfer include these: 
6. The more clearly a relationship is seen (i.e., the better the 
situation is defined) the more is behavior likely to conform 
to that considered appropriate to the "objective" situation. 
1. The effects of transfer are not usually as great as the 
effects of direct practice. 
B. Materials must be learned and remembered if transfer is to 
occur. 
From the many definitions of transfer, it may be concluded that 
transfer of training is the more rapid learning of something because of 
the previous learning of something else. 
How to acquire transfer.-- Whether transfer is attained or not is 
very often a reflection on the type motivation and instruction the learner 
has received. 
I! 
According to Andrews, Cronbach and Sandiford, 
y 
there are five major If 
steps for teaching transfer: 
1. Point out the possibility of Transfer. 
Introduce specific materials illustrating life situations 
where the principles of the school subject are applicable. 
2. Use varied teaching materials, like those to which the learning 
is expected to transfer. 
Base classroom work on lifelike situations. The more a 
pupil experiences the real situation, the more likely he is to 
recognize his next opportunity to respond to it. 
Y T. G. Andrews, Lee J. Cronbach and Peter Sandiford, "Transfer of 
Training," Encyclopedia of Educational Research, Rev. Ed., 1950, p. 1488. 
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3. Develop meaningful generalizations. 
Each situation must be thought of as something to be 
learned as an illustration of a broad principle. 
4. Provide practice in applying the generalization. 
It is essential to recognize a new situation as a special 
case of an old type, Force the student to decide how to apply 
the principles. 
5. Evaluate the learning experience by determining how the pupil's 
behavior in new situations is changed, y 
Ellis emphasizes that "Distaste for a subject leads to avoiding it 
and forgetting it, Hence, if we are to get maximum transfer we must cater 
to student interests and needs." 
The close relationship between the method of teaching and learning 
in order to acquire maximum transfer is shown in Pressey's statement: 
y 
"Situations in which learning occurs and in which it is used are often so 
different that teaching must try to help the student bridge the gap and 
perceive similarity in ostensibly different and unrelated situations," 
Judd's idea was that the greatest amount of transfer may be secured 
through the teaching of generalizations and through teaching students to 
apply these generalizations. 
1/ Robert S. Ellis, Educational Psychology, D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 
New York, 1951, p. 4~7. 
y Sidney L, Pressey, op, cit., p. 276. 
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Hendrix cites a study done in 1947 with eleventh and twelfth grade II 
!I 
II 
II 
boys (each grade separately), also with college girls. The people were 
placed in groups of four each and taught a generalization by a different ii 
II 
method. Two weeks later all subjects were given a test through which ~~ 
were scattered several items which could be answered readily by anyone who 11 
recognized a chance to use the generalization, but could also be answered 11 
by laborious counting or adding. In every case the highest transfer 11 
effects were taught by Method II (i.e. conscious generalization advocated 11 
I: by Judd, with one exception: no one was asked to state the generalization II 
until after his behavior indicated that the generalization had already 
taken form on the unverbalized level.) The lowest transfer effects came 
from the groups taught by Method I, the usual pedagogical procedure in 
which transfer or text states a generalization before, after, or 
accompanying a clarifying illustration, and makes sure that the new 
learned statement is applied to several examples. Hypotheses emerging 
from the data are: 
1. For generalization of transfer power, the unverbalized aware-
I 
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I 
Ill ness method of learning a generalization is better than a 
method in which an authoritative statement of the generalization 1i 
II 
comes first. 
2. Verbalizing a generalization immediately after discovery may 
actually decrease transfer power. 
f/ Gertrude Hendrix, 11A New Clue to Transfer of Training," Elementary 
School Journal (December, 1947), 34:71-77. 
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Hendrix further reports that the key to transfer is a sub-verbal 
internal process, something which must happen to the organism before it 
has any new knowledge to verbalize. For example, a city man in the 
country, walking in slippery mud, moves to gravel or grass. There is no 
teaching or verbalized instruction here. y 
Bernard believes that: "Something within the individual causes 
transfer. Overlearning is advantageous in the transfer of learning. 
transfer is automatic. 
but maximum transfer is y 
Boynton and associates conclude: 
securing the type of transfer desired is to make an avowed unequevoid 
attempt to obtain it." 
). Transfer Related to the Spelling Situation 
Much has been written about spelling and methods of teaching it, but 
scarce, and within the field of spelling little has been written with the 
21 
exception of Clifford P. Archer's "Transfer of Training in Spelling, n 
which has become the most important research in this particular area. 
~ Harold w. Bernard, Psychology of Learning and Teaching, McGraw-Hill 
ook Co., Inc., New York, 1954, p. 172. 
Y Paul L. Boynton, John w. Charles, Philip L. Harriman, Francis F. 
Powers, Ryan w. Carson, Paul A. Witty, J. Wayne Wrightstone, Elementary 
Educational Psychology, Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 1946, p. 20). 
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Archer's experiment.-- Foran believes Archer's study to be most 
valuable. Thirty-eight hundred pupils from fifth to seventh grade were 
used in this experimental study, using words from a list by E. J. Ausbaugh 
?) 
and Ernest Horn. Sixty or more words were given to the classes on 
Monday and fifteen specific words were assigned to the child for study on 
Tuesday. On Wednesday there would be a retest, including derivatives of 
the words that had been studied. They would study the words misspelled in 
the Wednesday test on Thursday, and on Friday there would be an immediate 
recall test on all words used in the experiment that week. Three weeks 
later a delayed recall test was given to see how much had been retained 
and learned. Archer found that no matter which form was studied, there 
21 
were large gains in spelling derived forms. 
w Archer states that the purpose of the experiment was "to determine 
the effect of the study of words on certain derived forms, and the effect 
of derivatives on base words." Factors of grade, sex, intelligence quo-
tient, and intelligence in relation to nationality were also measured as 
possible keys to word difficulty. 
!J Thomas G. Foran, op. cit., p. 117. 
V Ernest Horn, E. J. Ausbaugh, 11The Necessity of Teaching Derived Forms 
In Spelling, 11 Journal of Educational Psychology, X, (1919), pp. 143-151. 
21 Op. cit., p. 32. 
!!/ Op. cit., p. 7. 
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There is much evidence regarding the learning of spelling that 
indicates that children can spell words they have never studied. The 
child, in his lifetime, may learn four to five thousand words, yet he 
uses many more than this number. On evidence, one must conclude either 
transfer takes place or there is some other way of learning additional 
words. y 
Archer believes that many times there is great improvement in 
spelling where no study at all has been done. There must be a reason for 1 
I 
such improvement. Mr. Archer states: 
"If incidental learning takes place, one needs to know the 
conditions of such learning and use these roads to save time in 
teaching. If transfer takes place perfectly, then some words need 
not be studied. If it merely aids in learning, the amount of drill 
may be reduced for these words having opportunity for transfer." 
It has been suggested that what makes these words difficult is 
largely due to the number of opportunities for negative transfer. 
Definition of terms.-- Before the writer continues on with informa-
tion about Archer's experiment, it is necessary to define some of the 
terms connected with it. Transfer of training is defined as : 
"The improvement or loss in one function due to the training 
in another. The study is based on the assumption that training 
which results in improvement is given to function A, and a signifi-
cant improvement is noted in function B, which is not studied, then 
positive transfer takes place. We have negative transfer when there 
is training important to function A, but significant loss in ability 
of function B, when function B is not studied. Base forms refer to 
a selected group of words composed of many syllables, occasionally 
containing P~)fixes, and derived forms are made up by adding to the 
base words. nb-
y Ibid., p. 9. 
5/ Ibid., p. 10. 
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Results of Archer's experiment.-- In an earlier section the writer 
mentioned the plan of Mr. Archer's experiment, so it is now possible to 
mention his results. In the experiment several kinds of transfer took 
place: positive transfer from the base of one word to the base of 
another was reported, especially in using the .:!.• ed, and ing forms. 
Errors in the use of the final~ were checked separately as it became 
evident that both positive and negative transfer were operating on the 
same words--positive, to increase the ability to spell the base of each 
word, and negative transfer from some form y to others in the tendency to 
retain or fail to retain the final e. 
?} 
Foran says there is evidence of positive and negative transfer. 
Improvement of spelling was shown but there was also a loss in forms 
29 
ending in ing, especially where the final consonant doubled before adding 
ing. This brought about considerable negative transfer. The same kind 
of positive transfer occurred between the tion form and in other forms, 
except in the case of a few words whose sound changed when the suffix was 
added. For example, a pupil having learned the word "decide" does not 
3/ 
transfer learning regularly to "decision."-
Special conditions governing transfer.-- A phenomenon like transfer, 
which varies from positive to negative, is subject to conditions which 
have great effect on the final results. Archer took this into considera-
tion and it is important to view his conclusions. 
i7 Ibid., p. 30. 
?} Thomas G. Foran, op. cit., p. 117. 
2/ Ibid., p. 119. 
In regard to the size of the specific transfer unit, Archer states: 
"It is evident that the unit of transfer may be as small as a single y 
syllable." While Archer does not specifically conclude that size is 
not important, it appears likely that the size of the unit may vary from 
one letter to a syllable or even a whole word without making too much 
difference. The size of the unit appears to be dependent on the degree y 
similarity in the units from and to which the transfer is made. 
Archer found that intelligence had no relationship to the kind of 
21 
transfer in this experiment. While intelligence is not a principal 
factor in spelling, it is not the main one or even an important one in the 
!:I 
amount of transfer in the subject. In discussing this, Foran states: 
"Transfer involves perception of certain similarities and 
differences and generalization of experience. Similarities, 
differences, and experiences are of a sensory nature; intelligence 
is fundamentally non-sensory and seldom shows any correlation with 
purely sensory functions." 
It is generally believed that a more specific factor in spelling 
would be accuracy of visual perception. This is likely to show correla-
tion to a greater degree than would intelligence quotients. Again, 
21 
Foran says of intelligence in regard to Archer's experiment: 
y 
"Transfer is a manifestation of intelligence only to the 
extent that intelligence is a factor in the type of learning 
involved. In all probability intelligence is secondary to 
perceptual ability as a condition of transfer in spelling, but 
one does not operate without the other." 
Op. cit., p. 49. gj Op. cit., p. 119. 
1/ Op. cit., p. 49. .!!/ Op. cit., p. 120. 
21 Ibid., p. 121. 
In comparing the ability of fifth-graders to seventh-graders it is 
also evident that maturity is not a factor of transfer in this case. 
11 Archer suggests that if it were relatively simple to transfer functions 
graded to more complex situations, the more mature child might show 
2/ 
greater ability to transfer in more abstract situations. Foran- con-
i 
eludes that maturity is probably less important in a sensory function than ' 
one which involves integration of general experience. 
j, 
It was decided that in Archer's experiment once a word was ;stered, ~~~ 
it was transferred equally well, regardless of sex differences. 1' 
Actually one's national origin had little bearing on this problem. 
In the base ing forms, Scandinavians made greater improvement than the 
British, and the Scandinavians made greater improvement than the Germans, 
also. British and Germans showed no significant differences in the y 
ability to spell or transfer. However, these results, while interest-
ing, have no real bearing on the problem. 
Summary and conclusions of Archer's experiment.-- In bringing to a 
close an examination of Mr. Archer's study, it is valuable to review his 
own conclusions on this subject. 
There is an equal amount of positive transfer with !!.• ed, and ing 
forms. One form is all that is necessary to teach. Negative transfer 
usually occurred when the final e was added to ~ and vice-versa. 
y Loc. cit. 
1/ Op. cit., p. 52. 
21 Ibid., P• 57. 
Sf Qp. cit., p. 121. 
!!/ Ibid., P• 55. 
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The closer the similarity in forms, the greater the amount of 
transfer. As words become dissimilar, positive transfer is less and less. 
Negative transfer may be increasing at the same time, reaching maximum 
when the greatest conflict is the principal of construction or when words 
1/ 
have many similar sounds but differ in spelling.-
While much of this chapter has been devoted to a discussion of 
Archer's experiment, it must be remembered that his is the singularly most 
important research done in this particular area. 
Children and adults spell many more words than they are ever taught--
ones they have learned by reading or by some other means by themselves. 
This may or may not be called transfer, but whatever it is called, many, 
like Foran, believe it to be a fact of learning that has considerable 
bearing on this problem, It is a serious mistake to believe that only 
spelling instruction or learning done in school or in a specific class is y 
that which is most valuable, Foran suggests: 11vlhile transfer may be 
positive, it may also be negative and it would be unwise to contend that 
the only results of studying special words is to assist rather than 
hinder the spelling of other words." Any reliance on positive transfer 
may run the risk of negative transfer simultaneously; if there is negative 
transfer, it is possible for positive transfer as well when conditions are 
reversed, 
!J Thomas G, Foran, op, cit., p. 116. 
y Loc, cit. 
It has been suggested that what makes a word difficult is often a 
II !, 
il 
matter of the number of opportunities to meet the words in similar fonn1 j1 y ! 
but differing in one slight detail. Thorndike believes that the amount i 
of transfer varies greatly with the similarity of elements. This theory 
is not valid as a conclusion, but as a statement of fact. Foran finds: 
"Derived fonns that are similar to root fonns find considerable 
positive transfer, and when there are differences such as pronuncia-
tion, the amount of transfer decreases and becomes negative when 
there is opposition between the elements."£/ 
These facts give Thorndike the basis for his belief. 
It is very clear from general considerations in learning that method 
is one of the most important factors in enabling pupils to spread their 
ri 
knowledge to areas specifically studied. Foran suggests that while I' 
Archer's experiment has paved the way1 more specific direction is certain- 11 
ly needed. Perhaps, in a small way1 this thesis will help. 
4. Meaning as an Aid to Transfer 
Place of meaning in the study of spelling.-- It seems to be a clearly 
established fact, in recent years, that emphasis on meaning in the initial 
learning process constitutes a definite aid to transfer in spelling. 
!/ E. L. Thorndike, op. cit. 
S/ Op. cit., p. 117. 
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y 
McSweeney, after considerable research and experimentation on the 
subject, confirms this point when she says, 
"The psychological principle which states that whatever is 
to be learned should be introduced in a meaningful situation is 
now accepted as a well established principle in education, To be 1 
truly effective, learning must be meaningful, This principle has 11 
definite application in the case of spelling instruction, where II 
meaning of words must be understood before the child can use this 
spelling word in his written language, 11 I 
This approach to spelling was not always the case. In the early days I 
in spelling, emphasis was most often' of the development of teaching methods 
placed on the drill technique with little, if any, consideration given to 
the understanding of the words being learned, y 
In 19111 Wallin protested the exclusive use of the fixed drill 
method apart from comprehension. He argued that: 
"Out of the school we strive to comprehend first and memorize. 
We first try to understand the directions given to us, and then fix 
them in the memory, But in school we encourage the child to memorize 
first and understand afterwards, We argue that the raw materials in 
the form of memories will supply a leaven which will ferment at the 
proper time into the finished products of judgment and understanding, 
But frequently the pupils have so much to 'learn' that they never 
have time to think or understand." 
21 
Wallin further complained, "• ••• there is not enough genuine thought-
provoking, vital work in many schools, and too much tolerance of glib, 
meaningless symbols," 
!/ Miriam J. McSweeney, Word Usage Techniques in Spelling, Unpublished 
Doctor's Thesis, Boston University, 1959. 
I 
II Y Wallace J. E. Wallin, Spelling Efficiency in Relation to Age, Grade, II 
Sex and the Question of Transfer, Educational Psychology Monographs, 1911, 1
1 Warwick and York, Inc,, Baltimore, p. 4. II 
II 21 Op. cit,, p. 5. 
I 
I 
v 1'1' This writer- also offered that spelling proficiency developed solely ~I in a drill situation did not always transfer to dictation and composition 
situations. He stated: 
"While the mere repetition of word lists tend to form associa-
tions between words Which have no bond save that of arbitrary 
sequence to link them together, in consequence of which the correct 
spelling of one word will tend to call up the correct spelling of 
other words if they occur in a given series, yet the mind abstracts, 
analyzes and disassociates at the same time, so that when the words 
occur in different combinations they may still be handled with 
equal or nearly equal proficiency and sometimes with increased 
proficiency. That there should be an actual increase of proficiency 
is, after all, not so surprising, because when the words occur in 
meaningful sequences a new associate is added to further the process 
of recall, namely, the element of meaning." 
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In 1918, Hollingsworth conducted an experiment to II determine the 1 
Among her thoughts// connection between the misspelling and misuse of words. 
in conclusion, she claimed: 
"Knowledge of meaning is probably in and of itself an im-
portant determinant of error in spelling; that children will 
produce about 66 2/3 per cent more of misspellings in writing 
words of the meaning of which they are ignorant or uncertain, 
than they will produce in writing words the meaning of which 
they know. 11 
]/ 
Today, Fitzgerald echoes this sentiment: "There is little point 
in learning to spell a word," he says, "unless the child knows at least 
one meaning of it, so that he will be able to use it correctly in 
writing." 
f/ Ibid., P• 67. 
~ Leta s. Hollingsworth, The Psychology of Special Disability in Spell-
~ng, Contributions to Education, Numbe~8, 1918, Teachers' College, 
Columbia University, New York, p. 57. 
]/ James A. Fitzgerald, op. cit., p. 48. 
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ships which serve as bases for new spelling words must be within the past 
total experience background of the child before he can progress in the 
direction of learning the more specific mechanics of spelling a word. 
This writer asserts: ''Words, finding no related meaning in the child's 
experiences, cannot, and will not be learned." y 
Catteral also places greater emphasis on meanings. She feels that 
by learning meanings children can spell with confidence and enthusiasm. 
She tells us: "Spelling to be effective must have meaning." 
Jl 
Dolch wrote, in 1942, that in the past, making sure of the meaning 
of words had not been listed as a habit of learning of spelling because 
it had been assumed that in all writing in school and later life the 
II il 
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He 1: meaning of the word would be known before the writer tried to use it. 
went on to say, however, 
" •••• it has been found that the knowledge of meaning must 
precede knowledge of spelling. If the meaning is not known, the 
word as a whole will be forgotten and therefore the spelling also. 
The word must first be retained as a word, that is, as a symbol 
for meaning. It may then be retained as a spelling." 
!:!1 
Gates, from his extensive research in the field, says: 
"In spelling, as in reading, writing, speaking and listening, 
the role of meaning is important. Since it is often impossible to 
choose the right spelling of a word heard or thought of - as when 
one is writing a letter - the correct meaning must be clarified in 
the study of spelling. 11 
I, 
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Y Harold J. Straub, "An Organismic Approach to Spelling," 
English Review (February, 1942), Volume 19, p. 56. 
li 
II The Elementary 
11 
y Op. cit., p. 12. Jl Op. cit., p. 148. 
!!/ Arthur I. Gates, "Developing The Basic Spelling Techniques in the 
Language Arts Program," Education (January, 1956), Volume 76, p. 275. 
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Henry Suzzalo was another early proponent of the significance of 
meaning as a vital factor in the ability to spell, As far back as 1913, 
he wrote: 
"Too often in the past, when spelling was regarded as a formal 
subject, pronunciation and spelling have been associated to the 
neglect of the meaning of the words taught. The development of the 
alphabetic, phonetic, syllabic and phonogrammic methods of teaching 
words, along with other devices of classification or procedure 
which emphasize the relation of sound and structure to sight and 
structure, tends to subordinate the use and the significance of the 
words, if it does not omit them altogether, Too much emphasis on 
the mechanics of spelling make the instruction formal precisely 
I 
I 
I 
il 
I 
because it isolates these sound and visual forms from the meanings , 
and use of the word, 11 !1 y !i 
Like so many others, Tidyman corroborates Hollingsworth 1 s findings. I[ 
He says, "•,. ,obviously, it is unreasonable to require a child to learn I 
the spelling of a word with the meaning of which he is not familiar. 11 Of I' 
,I 
several experiments with methods of teaching which Tidyman studied, he 
noted the following: 11 11 , .. ,of seven 1best1 methods, meaning or use is 
mentioned three times .... 11 
It can be readily observed that there were several outstanding voices 
crying in the wilderness of pedagogical research in an effort to give 
meaning its proper place in the study of spelling, 
!/ Henry Suzzalo, The Teaching of Spelling, Houghton Mifflin Company, 
Boston, 1913, p. 39. 
y Willard F, Tidyman, The Teaching of Spelling, World Book Company, 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1942, p, 47. 
11 Op. cit., p. 90. 
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Enrichment of meaning through usage,-- In an experimental study in-
vestigating the incidental learning of spelling through four types of word 
1/ 
presentation in reading, Keyser- established that both oral presentation 
with meanings explained and word analysis methods produced statistically 
significant amounts of transfer to spelling, y 
Suzzalo however claimed earlier that it is not enough to give 
definitions. He stated: 
"It is frequently the case that teachers give children a 
definition of a word, assuming that by that act they have acquainted 
the child with its significance and use in a dynamic way. The child 
may merely memorize the words of definition as an addition to the 
memorized order of letters, and the slovenly acceptance of an 
apparently proper use of the word in a sentence (which is often 
ambiguous), fails to show the defect of the original teaching." 
An important requirement then, in dealing with meaning, is usage. 
It is not enough that the child knows the meaning of a word; he must also y 
through frequent usage learn how to handle it correctly. Dolch tells us 
that to give children meaning without usage is likely to result in 
children making such statements as, "I nourished my brother his breakfast 
this morning." Of such misuse, this author says, " •••• since the word 
'nourish' means 'feed', it is necessary to teach the child the fine 
distinction that a person does not nourish another person, but that the 
thing eaten is said to nourish the person eating it. 11 
y Margaret Lee Keyser, The Incidental Learning of Spelling Through Four 
Types of Word Presentation in Reading, Unpublished Doctor's Thesis, Boston 
University, 1948. 
y Op. cit., p. 41. 
1/ Op. cit., p. 149. 
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In order to avoid this memorization of definition and misuse of words, 
most modern writers feel that words presented in contextual situations, 
with consistent meaningful use, tend to eliminate disability and offer 
strong evidence of transfer. y 
In this respect Kelly, treating of the permanency of learning, says: 
"To have learned means to have retained, hence all learning 
involves retention. The test of learning is how well has the sub-
ject matter material been retained. Accordingly, whatever improves 
retention makes for effectiveness in learning. As has been previous- ~~~ 
1y indicated, meaningful material is retained more fully and for a 
longer period of time than meaningless material." I y 
In this particular vein Spache, too, says, I 
"The modem cause of study in spelling aims to teach complete 
understanding and correct usage of words as well as correct spelling 
and pronunciation. The old school stressed mainly pronunciation and 
rote spelling. Pupils were taught to spell hundreds of words they 
didn't understand and consequently could never use in their own 
writing even though they could spell them. Today we try to teach 
every child an effective method of studying resulting in familiarity I 
with the word and its uses as well as master of the written spelling." 
Not only has the study of words through usage proved successful from 
the point of view of transfer to written composition, but many of today's 
writers feel that there is economy of learning involved in this approach 
as well. 
'J:/ William A. Kelly, Educational Psychology, The Bruce Publishing Co., 
Milwaukee, 1950, p. 284. 
Y George D. Spache, 11What 1 s Wrong with Our Teaching of Spelling?", 
Education (January, 1956), Volume 76, p. 298. 
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On this subject, Hildreth observes: 
"Studies in the psychology of learning prove that it takes 
less time and energy to learn something which is meaningful or 
which the learner can identify with his interests and purposes 
than to try to learn something which is remote and meaningless. 
This principle applied to spelling means that for the average 
pupil learning the words he uses in conversation, and wants to 
write is easier than learning unfamiliar or isolated words in a 
fonnal list derived in some arbitrary fashion." 
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In pointing up the sad fact of which every teacher is keenly aware, fl 
1; 
I' of words to creative 1! that of lack of transfer from perfectly spelled lists 
writing situations, Munkries 
y 
suggests, 
" •••• one possible corrective is the functional approach where 
each Lworii' is learned and practiced in meaningful situations. For 
spelling, this means using words in current content, encouraging 
the attempt to spell any words needed, giving help during writing 
and later. This procedure gives support to the idea that the 
development of spelling sense and some ideals of achievement are 
more important than the current spelling of words in isolation." 
21 
More succinctly, Hunnicutt and Iverson observe that "• ••• words 
learned in splendid isolation are likely to remain in isolation ...... 
In the use of enrichment techniques to !!/ effect transfer, Durrell 
teaches, 
11Words are more easily learned when possessed of •color', or 
surrounded with many associations. A word may be 'dull' if it has 
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Y Gertrude H. Hildreth, "Spelling as a Language Tool," Elementary School J1 
Journal (September, 1948), Number 48, P• 33. 11 
y Alberta Munkries, The What and How of Skills, Bulletin, 1955, Number ,l
1 
95, Association for Childhood Education International, Washington 5, D.C., I 
p. 39. II 
21 c. W. Hunnicutt and W. J. Iverson, Research in the Three R's, Harper 
nad Brothers, New York, 1958, p. 312. 
!!/ Donald D. Durrell, op. cit., p. 166. 
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only one meaning, such as a dictionary definition or a simple 
definition given by the teacher or the class. Such a word will 
be learned with difficulty and forgotten quickly." y 
Durrell also tells us, " •••• the word-enrichment technique tends to 
add meaning to words. Then, when attention is given to the meaning of a 
word in a composition, the child is more likely to write the correct 
fonn. 11 y 
Eleanor Johnson specifically lists meaning as one of the two key 
factors in learning to spell. Like so many recent writers who feel that 
learning to be effective must have meaning, she maintains that not only 
the commonest meanings of a word should be studied, but common multiple 
meanings should be developed as well. She believes, "Increased familiar-
ity with words gives him a sense of word power •••• 11 
This sense of word power is certainly the ultimate goal in the 
teaching of spelling. y 
Russell's plea, in 1937, for a system of studying spelling which is 
less formal and ritualistic and which would place more emphasis on methods 
of studying new words rather than learning prescribed lists, has not gone 
unheard. At that time, he said, 
" •••• the possession of adequate and varied techniques of word 
study seems to be the best assurance of spelling success. The 
possession of such techniques allows for some incidental learning 
y Ibid., p. 275. 
Y Eleanor M. Johnson, "Two Key Factors Which Influence Success in 
Spelling," Education (January, 1956), Volume 76, p. 272. 
l( David H. Russell, Characteristics of Good and Poor Spellers, Contribu-
tions to Education, Number 727, 1937, Teachers' College, Columbia 
University, New York, p. 90. 
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and the rich language experiences which are the best preventives 
of spelling disability." 
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Since these words were written, the trend toward greater emphasis on 
!: 
'i meaning, multiple meaning, and familiarity through usage seems to be gain-
ing strength not only as an aid to the promotion of the "rich language 
experiences" referred to by Russell, but as a definite determinant in the 
problem of transfer in spelling. 
Conclusion.-- In summary, it can safely be stated that in spite of 
considerable study, the problem remains: which methods of teaching, if 
1, any, should be employed to promote transfer in spelling. 
1! 
Research reveals that many writers, early as well as more recent 
ones, favor the multi-sense approach; they believe that although "eye 
spelling" or visual perception is of paramount importance, a combination 
i' of abilities including hand, lip, and ear spelling is essential to effect 
:I ,, i' transfer. Into this picture also come the ability to link, group, compare 
,! 
" i! and contrast. i: ,, 
II li Some writers believe that generalization in spelling should be 
il 
II induced, with no verbalization before or after teaching; others went so 
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far as to state that negative transfer would certainly result from 
verbalizing a generalization following student discovery. 
The Archer experiment laid the foundation for further, more detailed y 
his conclusions, Archer found: studies. (1) definite evidence of Among 
positive and negative transfer; (2) intelligence, maturity, sex, and 
nationality are not factors; and (3) the most important factor was method. 
I 
l1 Y Clifford P. Archer, op. cit., pp. 50-52. 
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As to the method of acquiring transfer, the following is a compendium 
which research has to offer: 
1. It is of the utmost importance that learning materials be 
designed to accommodate the specific and individual needs 
of the child, and that grade levels be determined by degree 
of learning difficulty. 
2. Classroom work should be as closely related to real life 
situations as possible. 
3. Meaningful materials should be presented so as to induce 
student discovery of generalizations, with ample practice 
provided to apply what has been learned. 
It is hoped that these three points will not be construed as an 
attempt at oversimplification of the problem. On the contrary, each 
represents the work of numerous studies, the results of which have already 
manifested themselves in the construction of some modern spelling texts. y 
As the Archer experiment revealed, method seems to be the key to 
transfer. The study outlined in these pages is another sincere attempt 
to establish a method which will aid in the solution to the problem of 
transfer in spelling. 
!J Clifford P. Archer, op. cit., p. 59. 
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CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENT AND CONSTRUCTION OF MATERIALS 
1. Preliminary Procedures 
Population.-- The three sixth grades participating at the Indian 
Head School in Hanson, Massachusetts, comprise approximately 114 children 
from the middle socio-economic group for the most part. A few of these 
children come from homes where the intellectual and economic status is 
I' 
:! high and another small percentage from situations where little, if any, 
•1 intellectual influence is apparent and general living conditions are poor. ii 
1, The population of Cohasset, Massachusetts, is a mixture of high 
II jl li income group families and second generation Europeans engaged in fishing, 
il 
i 
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but with few language difficulties. One hundred sixteen children were 
divided homogeneously into two high groups containing 60 children and into 
two low groups of about 50 children. 
Twenty-seven sixth-graders at the Thoreau School in Concord, Massa-
chusetts participated in this experiment. For the most part the children 
come from upper-middle class homes. This class is the brightest sixth 
grade class in the Thoreau School this year. 
The children in the Cedar Hill School in Warwick, Rhode Island, come 
from upper-middle class homes. For the most part they are offspring of 
navy personnel. As a result, many of the 30 sixth-grade children who 
took part in this study have attended a number of schools. 
-44-
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Word ,list,-- A word list of 100 words was selected from six 
II consecutive lessons from each of four spelling books, 
[i 
;I 
These lessons were 
"Guide to Spelling 
11 
"My Spelling" by Yoakam and Daw, 
. !:/ 
"Building Spelling Power" by Hanna and Hanna, and from a doctoral dis-
2/ 
ones which would ordinarily be covered during this particular period, y 
· books were "Correct Spelling" by Taylor and Gilmartin, 
ii y 
ii Progress" by Betts and Arey, 
!! ,, 
The 
II sertation by M, Virginia Biggy. The 100 words appearing most frequently 
ii ,. 
·' 
in all of these sources were used to construct exercises fer this 
:I 
ii experiment, 
11 Y Albert A. Taylor, John C, Gilmartin and William A, Boylan, Correct 
1' Spelling Sixth Year, Noble and Noble, Publishers, Inc,, New York, 1946, li pp, 31-45, Lessons 15. Lessons 1-5 Second Semester. 
y Emmett Albert Betts and Kabel-Louise Arey, Guide to Spellin~ Progress 
Grade Six, American Book Co,, Boston, 1947, pp. 32-36, pp. 56- o, Lessons 
15-20, 
1/ Gerald A, Yoakam and Seward E. Day, My Spelling, Ginn Co,, Boston, 
1955, pp. 40-56, Lessons 15-22. 
!:/ Paul R, Hanna and Jean Shuman Hanna, Building Spelling Power, Houghton 
11 Mifflin, Boston, 1955. 
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Pre~testing.-- The experiment was planned to cover a six-week period. 
It Prior to its actual beginning, a pre~test of the 100 selected words was 
I' !l given. It was given in two sittings of 5o words each time. Simple 
il 
II 
'i sentences were constructed using each word and these sentences were read 
by the teacher as she administered the test, the children writing the word 
ri only on a prepared test form. The scores for these tests were recorded by 
designating the number right. 
The 100 words were spread over a period of six weeks. Some weeks the 
pupil concentrated on as few as 12 words, while in other weeks there would 
be as many as 19 words. 
2. Procedure and Construction of Materials 
At the beginning of each new week, pupils received a set of 
exercises--one for each day--plus a list of the words to be mastered, as 
well as any derived forms that could be used in the exercises. The child 
was able to work at his own speed. He was tested at the end of each week 
on only the base words, not the derived forms. Since the tests were 
accumulative, fifth day exercises were omitted after the second week. The 
weekly tests were scored by the members of the thesis group and a chart of 
progress on each pupil was kept. 
Each member of the group was responsible for designing a set of 
exercises to cover the 25 words for which he was responsible. Actually, 
each person was responsible for one complete week's work and the remaining 
two weeks' work was equally divided • . , I! 
ii The writers desired to have a forced writing situation as often as 
"' 11 possible without killing all interest in writing or stifling any creative 
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: spirit. For this reason the exercises were varied as to their content 
,I and matter of presentation. Included are forced writing situation, con-
i• ,I textual situation, dialogue exercises, news-reporting, worksheets dealing 
·' lj with suffixes and prefixes, proofreading exercises, and multi-meaning 
exercises. 
First week.-- The pupil was responsible for 16 base words, 
I' The exercises were relatively easy and were designed to stress multi-
•1 j, 
11 meanings, contextual situation, and correct spelling recognition. In most 
!I 
'i 
!1 of these exercises the child was expected to fold back one section of the 
' ,, 
il worksheet and do from memory similar exercises to ones that had been done 
!' 
II before, 
1: The final test was on 16 base words, 
Second week.-- Twenty-five base words were to be learned this week, 
This was their first direct contact with a forced writing situation, 
and all of the exercises were based on a central theme-newspaper reporting. 
The first exercises were rather specific in that they told the pupil 
exactly what was wanted, A story situation was given, a title selected, 
and even some lead in phrases were provided, For example, one might write 
about 11The Troubled Train" using such phrases as "current of excitEJllent" 
or "passenger on the train" or "helpful conductor." The child was ex-
pected to progress until fewer and fewer aids--with the exception of the 
words to be used--were given, and finally he wrote a story entirely on his 
li own, using the week's words, At different times, the child might imagine 
:! 
himself to be a theater critic or a cub reporter, 
Forty-one base words were used on the weekly test, 
-------':t-
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Third week.-- Fifteen base words were studied. 
Since there was so much writing in the second week exercises, the 
li ,, 
third week exercises were more specific in that they dealt with synonyms, 
I, writing sentences using descriptive phrases, and writing very brief 
paragraphs. EXamples were similar to the first week's work, but they 
were progressively more difficult, and had some individual characteristics 
of their own. For instance, one might use some of the spelling words to 
write a brief "Who Am I?" or "Where Am I? 11 paragraph. Possibly the child 
could strengthen a common sentence as, 11 John heard a noise," by adding 
li some words from a suggested list to make it, "John stiffened with terror 
as he caught the sound of stealthy footsteps on the stairs, 11 thereby using 
some of the week's spelling words. 
The weekly test consisted of 56 base words. 
Fourth week.-- The pupil was responsible for 19 words. 
Conversation and dialogue between two or more people was the theme 
of this week 1 s work. At first they were relatively simple with specific 
situations, and even the first two or three sentences were provided for 
them. In the first exercise, which dealt with a magazine reporter trying 
to find out from a hospital doctor about an accident, the first three 
lines of conversation were provided for the pupil. Later there were 
fewer and fewer lines provided until there were none at all. Then the 
child had to start one conversation all by himself, and finally he was 
asked to not only think of the first lines of the conversation, but create 
In the final exercise this week, he was expected to 
try to work all 19 words into one or possibly two different situations. 
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For those pupils who find creative writing difficult, suggestions were 
given, although the situation or a variation of it was to be used as a 
last resort. 
The fourth week test included 75 words. 
Fifth week,-- TWelve base words were studied during the fifth week. 
The exercises contained worksheets on multi-meanings, suffixes and 
prefixes, a newspaper story similar to those of the second week, and 
finally an opportunity for a purely creative story, Much of the series 
of exercises utilized variations of exercises previously described, 
The weekly test contained 87 words, 
Sixth week.-- The final week of the study saw the pupils dealing 
with 13 base words, 
Again there was a great variety of exercises,-some very similar to 
ones that have been used previously, One exercise asked the child to use 
three words from a selected list of several spelling words to identify 
or classify such topics as food, books, travel, vacations, and hobbies. 
Another dealt with synonyms, and the final two exercises involved 
dialogue, and the last one used all of the thirteen words studied this 
week. 
The final test in the sixth week involved all of the 100 words. The 
same sentences as used in the pre-test were also used, 
3. Final Testing 
Seventh week,-- During the seventh and final week (following a week 
of vacation, thereby allowing the element of recall to enter in) a set of 
evaluation exercises were given, These exercises consisted of four sets 
·----· ··-·---··· -----
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'I II li of spelling paragraphs and four synonym tests. 
li 
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il 
li. four days. 
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One set of paragraphs and one synonym test was given each day for 
I' 
li 
The paragraphs were designed to include all of the 100 words to which 
il li 
f! 
the children had been exposed throughout the six-week experiment, and 
comprised four complete contextual situations. The purpose of this, of 
course, was in keeping with all that research has indicated is necessar,r 
from the point of view of proper motivation and the children 1s own 
interests. 
j: Furthermore, this type of exercise lends itself to the consensus that 
I' 
I' li the process of learning to spell includes the association of the heard, 
if 
1: spoken, and seen forms of the word, with the meaning of the word. 
I! 
Also, since retention has been generally defined as the persistence 
of past learnings as evidenced by the ability to use or recall them in 
situations similar to those in which the learning originally occurred, the 
fact that the final paragraph tests follow somewhat the same pattern of 
the daily exercises should evidence a strong element of positive transfer 
with little, if any, negative transfer involved. 
The spelling paragraphs were typed, with pertinent words underscored, 
and presented to the teachers for dictation to the children. The children 
were directed to write the whole exercise from dictation. Only those 
words, however, which had been underscored were considered in the final 
evaluation. 
II The synonym tests consisted of approximately 25 sentences each. A 
II blank space, underscored, was left for insertion of the word to be re-
""----~~ called, W:i~:the synonym shown directly beneath the line • 
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The writers hoped that this particular test would demonstrate the 
value of meaningful lessons designed to promote transfer through 
familiarity and correct usage. 
On the fifth day of this final week, an Otis Quick Scoring Test, 
Form EM, was administered to all the children participating in the ex-
periment. 
Although many writers in the past have decried the place of 
intelligence in the problem of transfer, much of modern research seems to 
indicate that there is a relationship between intellectual potential and 
the degree of transfer achieved. 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
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Cl-LAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
It was the purpose of this study to determine whether children could 
learn to spell words after a series of planned exercises using meaningful 
writing situations had been experienced. Transfer was checked through 
1/ dictation exercises, a synonym test, and a test of words in a list. The 
data were analyzed to determine: 
l. The average number of words to be experienced that the 
children knew before the study. 
2. The average number of words experienced that could be 
written at the end of the study. 
3. The average number of words the children could write 
in dictated paragraphs. 
4. The average number of words for which they had synonyms. 
5. The group which made the greatest progress. Groups decided 
on the basis of teacher grades. 
6. The group which made the greatest progress. Groups decided 
on the basis of I. Q. 
Table 1 shows the chronological ages and intelligence quotients of 
the 209 sixth grade children who participated in this study. 
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! 
Means and Standard Deviations for Chronological Ages and 
Intelligence Q~otients of 209 Sixth Grade Children 
Chronological Age Intelligence Quotient 
Interval Frequency Interval Frequency 
163-165 1 141-143 1 
160-162 3 138-140 1 
157-159 4 135-137 1 
154-156 7 132-134 4 
151-153 6 129-131 4 
148-150 7 126-128 11 
145-147 25 123-125 9 
142-144 50 120-122 17 
139-141 49 117-119 17 
;; 136-138 34 114-116 14 !.' 
133-135 18 111-113 25 
130-132 5 108-110 15 
105-107 14 
102-104 17 
99-101 17 
96- 98 10 
93- 95 13 
90- 92 5 
87- 89 6 ,, 
ii 84- 86 2 
" d 81- 83 2 I 
ii 78- 80 4 
Range 131-165 Range 78-143 
Mean 142.13 Mean 109.33 
S. D. 6.18 S. D. 13.41 
The mean of 142.13 months is equal to an average chronological age 
of 11.8 years and indicates that the majority of children in this sixth 
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grade population are of the correct age range for the grade. An examina-
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and under age children in this group. 
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The mean I. Q. of 109.33 shows that on the average these were normal 
children although again a close examination of the table shows a total of 
14 children with intelligence quotients lower than 90, and 38 children 
above 129. 
Table 2 shows the average spelling score from the children's report 
cards. 
Table 2. Means and Standard Deviation of Teachers' Grades in Spelling 
as Taken from Report Cards 
Grades for Weekly Tests 
Range 
Mean 
*s. D. 
0-6 
4.63 
1.83 
* A 6 Bt- 5 
B - 4 
C/ - 3 
c 2 
D - 1 
F 0 
Grades for Use in Daily Work 
Range 
Mean 
S, D, 
o-6 
3.43 
1.79 
An examination of Table 2 shows that the average grade for daily use 
ran one point below that for weekly spelling tests. The Standard Devia-
tiona, which in both instances were under two, show that the class 
clusters close to the mean. 
Using the legend, the daily use score averaged about C/ and the score 
on the weekly test averaged B/ which again gives an indication of lack of 
transfer to written work. 
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The 100 words chosen for use were conunon to the lists used in the 
four systems participating in this study. In no instance had the words 
appeared in a spelling lesson previous to the beginning of the study. It 
seemed wise, however, to give the children a pretest in order to determine 
the number of words already known. Table 3 shows the results of this 
first test. 
Table 3. Means and Standard Deviation for the Pretest on 100 Words 
Range 
Mean 
S. D. 
5-98 
67.00 
23.25 
Scores on the pretest ranged from 5 to 98 with a mean of 67 and a 
standard deviation of 23.25. 
At the completion of the six-week study a final test was given on 
the 100 words. The results of this test are shown in Table 4. 
Table 4. Mean and Standard Deviation for the Final Test on 100 Words 
Range 
Mean 
S. D. 
15-100 
85.15 
17.22 
Scores on the final test ranged from 15 to 100 with a mean of 85.15 
and a standard deviation of 17.22. 
Table 5 shows a comparison of the mean scores on the pretest and 
final test of 100 words. 
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Table 5. A Comparison of Means for the Pretest and Final Test 
on 100 Words 
Number Test Mean S.D. S ~ M .~. Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
209 Pretest 67.00 23.25 1.61 
18.15 2,00 9.07 
209 Final 85.15 17.22 1.19 
An examination of the above table shows that the children made a 
mean gain of 18.15 points of raw score after completing the transfer 
exercises. The difference between means yields a critical ratio of 9.07 
which is statistically significant. 
Table 6 shows the mean and standard deviation for the dictation test 
which includes 100 words. 
Table 6. Means and Standard Deviation for the Dictation Test 
which Includes the 100 Words 
Range 
Mean 
s. D. 
6-100 
81.55 
18.25 
Scores on the dictation test ranged from 6 to 100 with a mean 
of 81.55 and a standard deviation of 18.25. 
Table 7 shows the mean and standard deviation on the synonym test 
which includes 91 of the 100 words. 
Table 7. Means and Standard Deviation on the Synonym Test 
which Includes 91 of the 100 Words 
Range 
!1ean 
S. D. 
11-91 
64.29 
18.55 
Scores on the synonym test ranged from 11 to 91 with a mean of 64.29 
and a standard deviation of 18.55. 
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The total sixth grade population was divided into three groups on the 
basis of teachers• grades in daily work. It was arbitrarily decided that 
the first group would include all children who were graded D or F; the 
second, children who were graded c, Ct, or B; and the final group, those 
children who were rated Bt or A. 
Table 8 shows a comparison of mean scores on the pretest and final 
test for Group I -- those children who were graded D or F on the basis of 
daily spelling work. 
Table 8. A Comparison of Mean Scores on Pretest and Final Test 
for Group I -- Daily Work D or F 
Number of Test Mean S.D. s.~ Diff. S.E.Diff. 
Cases 
34 Pretest 35.45 18.65 3.20 
29.50 4.76 
34 Final 64.95 20.50 3.52 
C.R. 
6.20 
An examination of the above table shows a mean gain of 29.50 points 
f"' of score. This difference yields a critical ratio of 6.20 which is 
statistically significant. 
Table 9 shows the comparison between the mean scores on the pretest 
and final test for Group II. 
Table 9. A Comparison of ~ean Scores on Pretest and Final Test 
for Group II -- Daily Work c, cf, or B 
Number of Test Mean S.D. S.E.M Diff. S.E. Diff. 
Cases 
121 Pretest 67.35 19.45 1.78 
19.70 2.15 
121 Final 87.05 13.25 1.21 
C.R. 
9.16 
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An examination of Table 9 shows that the difference in the mean score 
between the pretest and the final test for Group II is 19.70 which yields 
a critical ratio of 9.16 and is statistically significant. 
Table 10 shows the comparison between the mean scores on the pretest 
and final test for Group III. 
Table 10. A Comparison of Mean Scores on Pretest and Final Test 
for Group III -- Daily Work Bf or A 
Number of Test Nean S.D. S.E.M Diff. S.E.Diff. 
Cases 
54 Pretest 84.01 11.76 1.61 
11.55 1.70 
54 Final 95.56 4.02 .55 
C.R. 
6.79 
An examination of Table 10 shows that the difference in the mean 
score between the pretest and the final test for Group III is 11.55 points 
·-·=.:,:;,.-:;-··.· 
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of mean score. This difference yields a critical ratio of 6.79 which is 
statistically significant. 
Table ll shows a comparison of the mean scores between the three 
groups on the basis of the dictation test. 
Table 11. A Comparison of Mean Scores Between Groups -- Dictation Test 
Number Group Mean .S.D • S.E.M Diff. s.E.Diff. C.R • 
34 I 6o.55 21.55 1.73 
(D or F) 
121 II 82.75 14.81 1.11 22.20 2.05 10.82 
(C, c;., or B) 
54 III 93.78 5.94 .45 11.03 1.20 9.19 
(B/- or A) 
An examination of Table ll shows that the difference in mean score 
between Groups I and II, and Groups II and III is statistically signifi-
cant. In each case the mean scores increase as the groups are rated 
higher on the basis of teacher scores. 
Table 12 shows a comparison of mean scores between the three groups 
on the basis of the synonym test. 
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Table 12. A Comparison of Mean Scores Between Groups -- Synonym Test 
Number Group Mean S.D. S.E.M Diff. s.r;.Diff. C.R. 
34 I 47.55 21.09 1.69 
(D or F) 
121 II 64.21 15.75 5.16 16.66 5.42 3.07 ( c, Cf, or B) 
54 III 76.57 9.72 .007 12.36 1.18 10.47 (Bf or A) 
An examination of Table 12 shows that the difference in mean score 
between Groups I and II, and Groups II and III is statistically 
significant. In each case the mean scores increase as the groups are 
rated higher on the basis of teacher scores. The critical ratio between 
Groups II and III is much higher than between Groups I and II. Evidently 
the synonym test was more difficult and better suited to the top group. 
It was decided to determine whether there was a difference in 
accomplishment at different I. Q. levels. Accordingly, three groups were 
formed: Group I, children with I.Q.'s under 100; Group II, children with 
I.Q.'s from 100 to 119; and Group III, children with I.Q. 1s above 120. 
Table 13 presents a comparison of mean scores on the pretest and 
final test for all children in this study who fell below a rating of 100 
on the Otis Quick Scoring Test. 
----·--=-----=--- --- -
Table 13. A Comparison of Mean Scores on Pretest and Final Test --
Group I -- I.Q. Below 100 
Number of Test Mean S.D. S. E. M S , Diff. Diff. 
. "'· 
Cases 
45 Pretest 33.90 25.75 4.29 
38.95 5.84 
45 Final 72.85 23.85 3.97 
C.R. 
6.66 
An examination of the mean scores on Table 13 shows a substantial 
increase of 38.95 points of mean score on the final test over the pretest, 
resulting in a statistically significant critical ratio of 6.66. 
Table 14 shows a comparison of mean scores on the pretest and final 
test for those children who rated 100 to 119 on the Otis Quick Scoring 
Test. 
Table 14. A Comparison of Mean Scores on Pretest and Final Test --
Group II -- I.Q. 100 to 119 
Number of Test !1ean S.D. S.E. M Diff. S.E.Diff. 
Cases 
116 Pretest 68.93 19.15 1.78 
19.36 2.10 
116 Final 88.29 11.94 1.11 
C.R. 
9.22 
An examination of the mean scores on Table 14 shows a difference of 
19.36 points of mean score between the final test and the pretest, with a 
statistically significant critical ratio of 9.22 
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Table 15 shows a comparison of mean scores on the pretest and final 
test for those children who rated 120 and above on the Otis Quick Scoring 
Test. 
Table 15. A Comparison of Mean Scores on Pretest and Final Test --
Group III -- I.Q. 120 and Above 
Number of Test Mean S.D. S.E.M Diff, , E Diff. ., . . C,R. 
Cases 
48 Pretest 82.87 12.30 2.05 
11.12 2.43 4.57 
48 Final 93.99 7.89 1.31 
An examination of the mean scores on Table 15 shows an increase 
of 11.12 points of mean score on the final test over the pretest, with a 
statistically significant critical ratio of 4.57. 
Table 16 shows a comparison of the mean scores between the three 
groups on the basis of the dictation test. 
Table 16. A Comparison of Mean Scores Between Groups -- Dictation Test 
Number Group Mean S.D. S.J>.M Diff, S,E, Diff, C.R. 
45 I 60.80 23.90 1.09 
(Below 100) 
116 II 83.91 13.17 1,03 23.11 1.50 15.40 
(100-119) 
48 III 92.82 7,26 .56 8,91 1.17 7.61 
(120,.1) 
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An examination of Table 16 shows that the difference between' Groups I 
and II, and Groups II and III is statistically significant. In each case 
the mean scores increase as the groups are rated higher on the basis of 
the I.Q. test. 
Table 17 shows a comparison of the mean scores between the three 
groups on the basis of the synonym test. These groups are rated on the 
basis of I.Q. scores. 
Table 17. A Comparison of Mean Scores Between Groups -- Synonym Test 
Number Group Mean S.D. S • .d:. M Diff. S ,. Diff. . ~· C.R • 
45 I 46.78 20.30 1.60 
(Below 100) 
ll6 II 66.16 15.64 1.23 19.38 2.01 9.64 
(100-119) 
48 III 77.19 8.04 .63 ll.03 1.37 8.05 
(120t) 
An examination of Table 17 shows that the difference between Groups I 
and II, and Groups II and III is statistically significant. In each case 
the mean scores increase as the groups are rated higher on the basis of 
the I.Q. test. 
::·--~ 
CHAPTER V 
SUMJ'lARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. Introduction 
A series of exercises using meaningful writing situations was 
designed to determine whether or not children would learn to spell given 
words without direct spelling instruction. 
The data were analyzed to answer the following questions: 
1. What was the average number of words from the prepared list 
that children could write before the study? 
2. What was the average number of words at the end of the study? 
3. Was the difference in number of words statistically significant? 
4. What was the average number of these words which could be written 
in dictated paragraphs? 
5. What was the average number of these words for which the children 
had synonyms? 
6. Which group made the greatest progress when the groups were 
divided on the basis of teachers' grades? 
7. Which group made the greatest progress when the groups were 
divided on the basis of I.Q.? 
2. Summary and Conclusions 
The analysis of the data revealed the following information: 
Total Population 
l. 
2. 
The mean score on 100 spelling words before the exercises were 
administered was 67 with a standard deviation of 23.25. 
The mean score on 100 words after the exercises was 85.15 with 
a standard deviation of 17. 22. 
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4. 
5. 
The difference between the means on the pretest and final test 
was 18.15, yielding a critical ratio of 9.07 which is statis-
tically significant. 
The mean score for the total population on the dictation 
exercise was 81.55 with a standard deviation of 18.25. 
The mean score for the total population on the synonym test 
was 64.99 with a standard deviation of 18.55. 
Groups - Basis of Teachers' Grades in Daily Work 
Words in List 
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1. Group I (Rated D or F) made a mean gain of 29.50 with a critical 
ratio of 6.20 which is statistically significant. 
2. Group II (Rated C, Ct, or B) made a mean gain of 19.70 with a 
critical ratio of 9.17 which is statistically significant. 
). Group III (Rated Bt or A) made a mean gain of 11.55 with a 
critical ratio of 6.79 which is statistically significant. 
Although all groups made gains which were statistically significant, 
Group I with the lowest teacher ratings made the greatest amount of mean 
gain. Neither of the other groups gained as many words from the study. 
Although Groups II and III had higher beginning scores, their final scores 
do not represent ceiling or saturation. 
Dictation 
1. There was a definite increase from Group I to Group II, and from 
Group II to Group III on mean dictation score. In comparing the 
mean the critical ratios were statistically significant between 
groups. In all groups there was a slight drop in mean score 
from words in a list to dictation. 
Synonyms 
l. There was a definite step-up in mean score from group to group 
on the synonym test. The critical ratios based on the differences 
between groups were statistically significant. 
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The synonym test appeared to be the most difficult of the three. In 
all groups the mean scores were much lower than on either of the other 
tests. The third group (Rated Bf or A) made the highest score and was 
significantly superior to the second group. 
Groups - Basis of Intelligence Quotient 
Words in List 
1. Group I (I.Q. below 100) made a mean gain of 38.95 with a 
critical ratio 6.66 which is statistically significant. 
2. Group II (I.Q. 100 to 119) made a mean gain of 19.36 with a 
critical ratio 9.22 which is statistically significant. 
3. Group III (I.Q. 120 and above) made a mean gain of 11.12 with 
a critical ratio 4.57 which is statistically significant. 
Although all groups made gains which were statistically significant, 
Group I with I.Q.•s below 100 made the greatest amount of mean gain. 
Neither of the other groups gained as many words from the exercises, 
although Groups II and III had higher beginning scores than Group I. 
Their final scores do not represent ceiling or saturation. 
Dictation 
1. There was a definite increase in mean gain between groups on 
the dictation test scores. In a comparison of the means, the 
critical ratios were statistically significant between groups. 
In all groups there was a lower mean score as a result of 
dictating the words in paragraph. 
Synonyms 
1. There was a definite step-up in score between groups on the 
synonym test. A comparison of mean gains between groups yielded 
critical ratios which were statistically significant. 
~; . --
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Paragraphs 
1. The synonym test appears to be the most difficult of the three 
tests given, and in each group there is a marked drop in mean 
score. The third group, with I.Q.'s of 120 and above, made 
the highest mean score. 
3. Implications for Teaching 
It was the purpose of the study to seek to discover what types of 
exercises might provide transfer to written spelling. As a result of 
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this study there are strong indications that when children are introduced 
to words in contextual situations with multi-meanings whenever possible 
and with strong motivations for meaningful writing situations, such words 
can be learned without direct teaching. 
Perhaps the most significant inference to be taken from the study 
would be the inclusion of multiple opportunities to use words in meaning-
ful writing situations in addition to the teaching and learning of 
spelling, 
This might infer also that alphabetizing, dictionary work, 
diacritical marking, accenting, etcetera would not play as great a part 
in transfer to the writing situation, and that it might be wiser to 
substitute various activities for some of these • 
• 
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APPENDIX 
SPEIJ..ING WORDS 68 
accept intend 
ache knife 
addition known 
admit league 
all right length 
among lettuce 
attempt library 
avenue loose 
balance lose 
bargain manage 
burden measure 
certain memory 
cheese metal 
clothes model 
collect national 
compete necessary 
conductor object 
contain occasion 
convince ocean 
current opposite 
daughter passenger 
debt pennit 
deceive pleasant 
decide precious 
direction prepare 
disappoint promise 
eaey purchase 
educate receive 
eighth recess 
encourage regular 
engine reply 
envelope reward 
especially rough 
except salad 
excite scene 
fasten search 
foreign separate 
forward splendid 
fountain station 
gasoline struck 
government success 
grocery theater 
growth thirsty 
height threw 
honor throat 
hospital through 
independence toward 
immense trouble 
injure usual 
inspect weight 
SPELLING PRE-TEST 
Directions: 
1. Dictate the word, 
2. Repeat the suggested sentence, 
3. Repeat the word again. 
This is to be given in two sittings--So words each day. Please use the 
blank forms provided for this test. 
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************************************** 
1. David will accept the new duty. 
2. Marie left school with a stomach ache. 
3. To find an average we use the proCeSS of addition. 
4. Did he admit he was wrong? 
5. Is it all right to skip a line? 
6. We divided the candy among the five children. 
7. John will attempt to solve the puzzle. 
8. Do you live on an avenue? 
9. Tony's sister lost her balance and fell off the swing. 
10. The children were hunting for toys in the bargain basement, 
11. The bundle was a burden for the young boy. 
12. Is the weatherman certain it will snow? 
13. Do you say "cheese" when you are having your picture taken? 
14. The girls received new clothes for Christmas. 
15. Collect all of the books. 
16. The two sixth grades will compete for the room prize. 
17. The conductor will give you your ticket. 
18, Does this book contain a series of stories? 
19. Can you convince your mother to let you go? 
20. Is this the current issue of the magazine? 
21, Mrs. White's daughter Nancy is a singer. 
22. The world owes the early explorers a debt of gratitude. 
23. The boy could not deceive the teacher-.-
24. Did Tony decide what he wants to play? 
25. In what direction should you travel to reach the State of Maine? 
26. Don't disappoint your parents. 
27. It is easy to put off doing an unwelcome task. 
28, The purpose of study is to educate the mind, 
29. The eighth grade boys presented a play. 
30. We should all encourage each other in our efforts. 
31. The engine is the most important part of an automobile. 
32. Mary proof-read the envelope before she sealed it. 
33. The dessert is especially good. 
34. All of the children except John attended the party. 
35. Did the thought of Christmas excite you? 
36. Don't forget to fasten the hook on the door. 
37. The study of foreign countries is interesting, 
38. James is moving forward to the front line. 
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Spelling Pre-Test continued. page 2. 70 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
So. 
Sl. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
ss. 
56. 
57. SB. 
59. 
6o. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79. 
8o. 
81. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86. 
87. 
He took a drink at the fountain. 
The cost of gasoline is high. 
It is important to learn how your government works. 
John's father owns a grocery store. 
Michael will be very tall when he reaches his full growth. 
By measuring its shadow, the children were able to figure the height 
of the tree. 
It was a great honor for the class to receive. 
The hospital is on the main highway. 
The Liberty Bell is a symbol of our struggle for independence. 
The skyscraper seemed immense to the little boy. 
Do not injure that animal. 
Please inspect your desks and put them in order before you leave. 
Do you intend to read that book? 
The knife was sharp. 
I have known many famous people. 
The baseball league was very precious. 
What is the length of that book? 
The lettuce salad was very good. 
The library is a valuable friend. 
Is the boy's belt too loose? 
Did you lose your wallet? 
The old woman tried to manage the store. 
Can you measure a circle by using a ruler? 
His memory seems short. 
The metal hinge was broken. 
Did you see the model of that plane? 
The Fourth of July is a national holiday. 
Is it necessary to do so much talking? 
The object on the table was missing. 
Joan got a new dress for the special occasion. 
The ocean waves seemed frightening. 
"Sit on the opposite side of the room," said the teacher. 
The bus stopped for one more passenger. 
My mother will permit me to go. 
It was a pleasant surprise. 
The dog was precious to the little boy. 
Will your mother prepare supper tonight? 
Promise not to tell my secret. 
He will purchase some new skates. 
Did you receive a letter from John? 
Is it time for morning recess? 
The postman made his regu1ar delivery at nine o'clock. 
Mary did not ~ to my letter. 
A reward was offered for the return of the lost puppy. 
The road was too rough for comfortable travel. 
The fresh lettuce was picked for the salad. 
The scene of the play was a country farmhouse. 
A thorough search for the money was made. 
The two boys took separate routes to the school building. 
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Spelling Pre-Test continued. page 3. 
88. 
89. 
90. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
97. 
98. 
99. 
100. 
It was a splendid day for the picnic. 
The train stopped at the station, 
The boy was struck by the swinging bat. 
The performance of the Christmas play was a huge success, 
There was a large crowd at the theater. 
The boys were thirsty at the end of the long walk. 
Jim threw the ball over the fence. 
He wound the scarf tightly about his throat. 
The children ran noisily through the halls. 
We saw Mary run toward the house. 
They were having trouble with the arithmetic problem. 
On Christmas Eve we hung our stockings as usual, 
The weight of the box was too great for the boy to carry. 
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List of Words and Derivatives 
First Week 
among library 
libraries 
ache 
aches metal 
ached metals 
aching 
necessary 
burden 
burdens ocean 
burdened 
burdening precious 
clothes toward 
towards 
conductor 
conductors 
decide 
decides 
decided 
deciding 
especially 
,/ 
encourage 
encouraged 
encourages 
I encouraging 
foreign 
height 
heights 
i' 
II 
II 
l1 
Name -------------------------------------
73 II· 
Grade I 
----' 
School Date ------------
FIRST DAY 
conductor library 
decide, decided, deciding necessary 
especially toward 
Underline your spelling words in the paragraph below. 
One afternoon Mary and I decided to visit the library in the 
city. It was necessary for us to travel by train and the conductor was 
especially kind in directing us toward our destination. We spent several 
hours searching for information and returned home pleased with our trip. 
Choose one word :from the above list which will complete both of the 
following sentences. 
The ------------- collected the tickets at the 
end of the ride. 
The lightning rod was a----------------------- of 
electricity. 
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FOLD BACK I' 
------------------------------------- ,I 
Write two sentences using "conductor" with a different meaning in each. 
1. 
2. 
p 
:I 
II 
:I I, 
:I 
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II 
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conductor 
decide, decided, deciding 
especially 
FIRST DAY (continued) 
library 
necessary 
toward 
In the spaces below, write the lesson word that rna tches the definition. 
LESSON WORDS DEFINITIONS 
1. A collection of books 
2. To make up one's mind 
3. In the direction of 
4. Exceptional 
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I 
5. Impossible to do without I 
FOLD BACK 
-------------------------------------
Read each sentence. On the line below write your own sentence and say in 
another way, using a lesson word. 
1. Mary made up her mind to go to the party. 
I 
II 
I 
--------1 
2. It was needed that we arrive early. 
3. Each grade had its own collection of books in the classroom. 
4. Bill ran in the direction of the pond. 
5. I particularly like that kind of caney. 
Name -------------------------------------
School -----------------------------------
SECOND DAY 
among 
clothes 
75 
Grade ------------
Date -------------
foreign 
ocean 
II 
I· 
II 
il 
II 
I' 
II 
Study words. Use one word for each space and complete the following story ·1 
The young man had made a long voyage I 
I 
from a ----------------------- country. His 
------------------
were different from those of his companions and he felt shy -----------
II 
:.:.:.-.:.-,:,~0:,:.-,:.:.:.:.-~-:::!.; ~:.-.:.:.-.: = :.:.;.:.--- I 
sentence. 
so many strange people. 
When you go on a trip what do you pack in your suitcase? 
Across what body of water would you travel to reach England? 
Complete the following statement using two of your study list words. 
If you were traveling in France and found yourself with many 
strange people you might say that "I ------------------------------
76 
SChool 
---------------------------------
::::e------1 Name --------------------
THIRD DAY 
ache, aching, ached height 
II 
1: I 
'I 
burden, burdened 
encouraged, 
b II 
encourage, II 
encouragement, encouraging r' 
Find and underline your study list words in the following paragraph. 
As the hikers climbed the mountains, their heavy packs soon 
became a burden. With aching backs, they encouraged each other as they 
became aware of the height of the rise ahead of them. 
Use some of the following phrases to write your own story. 
a heavy burden arms ached needed encouragement 
I 
lr 
II 
lr 
I' 
II 
II burdened with a back ache encouraging words 
-------------h-e_i_g_h_t_o_f __ th __ e_s_ta_i_r_s _____ a_g_r_e_a_t __ h_at_·_gh __ t _______________ ~~ 
________________ !':O!!D _ ~C_! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ li 
Find and correct the misspellings in the following paragraph by copying 
Withall words spelled correctly. II 
i! 
The old woman felt a dull acke in her arms as she saw the hieght I 
of the stairs. The small boy took the heavy bundle and encuraged her as 
he struggled with his barden. 
II 
'I 
77 II 
I' Name --------------------------------------- Grade -------
School --------------------------------- Date-------
FOURTH DAY 
precious metal 
Review Words 
necessary especially 
Complete the following sentences with one study list word. 
The memories of family gatherings at Christmas time are 
---------------------- to us all. 
In cold climates it is -------------------- to provide 
oneself with warm clothing. 
The hot drink tasted-------------------- good after the 
skating party. 
The blacksmith shaped the ---------------- on the anvil. 
FOLD BACK 
Find and correct the misspellings in the following paragraph by copying 
with all words spelled correctly. 
Paul Revere is especialy noted for his work with silver. He 
found it neccessary to shape this precous metel with care as he made his 
beautiful bowls and pitchers for the people of Boston. 
I 
I 
I 
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Name ------------------------------------- Grade -------
School ---------------------------------- Date ----------
FIFTH DAY 
Find the misspelled words and copy the following sentences correctly. 
l. The conducter collected tickets as he walked through the cars. 
2. It was difficult to dicide between the two books. 
3. I am espeshially fond of chocolate cake. 
4. John reterned the book to the library. 
5. It was nesessary to leave the party early. 
6. The children were running towawed the building. 
7. We had our picnic amung the tall trees. I, 
II 
---------1'1 
B. We went shopping for new cloths. 11 ,, 
II 
I 9. The oshen was cold and gray that dqy. II 
II 
-----------------11 I 
1 10. Many people are buying foren cars. l1 II 
-----------------------/' 
11. Bill had a bad tooth acke. 1 
II 
'I 
' ,I !: 
:I 
:• 
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FIFTH DAY (continued) 
12. The nurse measured the hite of all the children. 
'I I 
11 
I! d 
!' 
; 
II 
--------------~1 
13. The camel is a beast of berden. II 
--------1 
14. At times we all need encuragement. 
15. A ruby is a preshus stone. 
I, 
'I 1. 
II 
!I 
ii 
!! 
----------------11 
'I II 
16. Gold is a metel of great value. 
)i 
------------------------------------------------------------- I ,, !' 
I! I ,, 
i! ,, 
,. 
·' 
'i 
'I 
It 
I' 
•I 
li 
il 
II 
'i 
II 
!' 
;I 
II 
!I 
., 
II 
I! 
I! ,, 
'• .,
accept 
acceptable 
accepted 
accepting 
accepts 
avenue 
avenues 
certain 
certainly 
compete 
competes 
competing 
competition 
current 
currently 
currents 
deceive 
deceived 
deceiving 
deceives 
educate 
educated 
educates 
educating 
education 
excite 
excited 
excitement 
excites 
exciting 
fasten 
fastened 
fastener 
fastening 
fastens 
government 
governments 
List of Words and Derivatives 
Second Week 
honor 
honored 
honoring 
honors 
intend 
intended 
intending 
intends 
knife 
knives 
lose 
loser 
losing 
lost 
manage 
managed 
manager 
manages 
managing 
measure 
measured 
measurement 
measures 
measuring 
opposite 
opposition 
passenger 
passengers 
prepare 
prepared 
prepares 
preparing 
reward 
rewarded 
rewarding 
rewards 
scene 
scenery 
scenic 
scenes 
struck 
theater 
theaters 
thirsty 
weight 
weights 
' so I' 
II 
,I 
ii 
i[ 
II 
I 
I 
il 
II 
II ,, 
:I 
ii 
li 
]i 
II 
I 
II 
1: 
li !I 
lj 
II 
I 
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Name --------------------------------------- Grade -----------
School ----------------------------------- Date -----------
FIRST DAY 
You are a cub reporter for THE GOOD NEWS, a daily paper. A cub reporter 
is a young newspaper reporter. 
The editor of your paper, Mr. Jolly, has just received a story over the 
teletype. Mr. Jolly tells you to write up the story of The Troubled 
Train. He hands you the notes. 
Underline these words in your story. 
current of excitement helpful conductor 
passenger on the train intend to pull the brake cord 
government material thirsty and wanted water 
The Troubled Train I 
I 
'I 
-------11
I 
------------------------------------------1 
82 
Name ---------------------------------------
Grade 
Date School --------------------------------- ---------
SECOND DAY 
Today Mr. Jolly wants you to write a story for the sports page. He has 
given you two tickets to the Sports Auditorium so that you will have 
"first-hand" information. 
Use these words in your sports article. 
article. 
certain 
lose 
deceive 
manage 
Underline the word in your 
opposite 
struck 
weight 
height 
II 
II 
I 
I 
lr 
I 
I 
83 
Name --------------------------------------- Grade ---------
School ------------------- Date -------
THIRD DAY 
The children in your neighborhood have organized a Theater Club. 
Tonight's play will be the last one before summer vacation. Genie Awards 
are to be presented. 
Mr. Jolly has asked you to write the story. 
Be sure to use the following words: 
accept 
honor 
compete 
prepare 
reward 
scene 
Underline the spelling 1-10rds in your story. 
theater 
jl 
!I 
:I 
i· 
I' ,, 
'I 
-------------------------------- li :I 
II 
I, 
I II 
---------------------- il 
------------------------------11 I, 
-------------!, 
!I 
------------------11 
--------------·1 I, 
---------------11 
-
_____________ ! 
II 
_______________________ !, 
'i 
I 
!) 
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Name ----------------------------------- Grade ---------
School --------------------------------- Date --------
FOURTH DAY 
Mr. Jolly is so pleased with your stories for THE GOOD NEWSJ He thinks 
you are ready to write a story for page one. 
A Boy Scout is speaking to the boys and girls in your city. 
is: 11 The Proper Use of a Knife." 
You write the article using the following words: 
measure 
avenue 
search 
educate 
fasten 
knife 
Underline the seven spelling words in your article. 
His topic 
injure 
i 
II 
1. 
I 
II 
II I 
______________________ [! 
I 
II 
I I 
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Name --------------------------------------- Grade ---------
SChool ----------------- Date ----------
FIFTH DAY 
You have been promoted to a columnist for THE GOOD NEWS. This means you 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I! 
I 
are now able to write a story on any topic which is currently in the news. 1 
jl Use at least seven of the following words. 
you use. 
among 
burden 
especially 
weight 
necessary 
toward 
current 
avenue 
Underline each spelling word 
prepare 
honor 
opposite 
lose 
,I 
tl 
I 
:I 
'I il 
----------------------------------------------------! 
-
_________________________________________________ !! 
II 
'I _____________________ !. 
I' 
----------------1 
-------------11 
Jl 
---------------------------11 
I) 
----------------1 
-----------------------------1 
-----------------------11 
II 
attempt 
attempts 
attempting 
attempted 
bargain 
bargains 
bargaining 
bargained 
collect 
collects 
collecting 
collected 
collection 
direction 
directions 
easy 
easier 
easiest 
except 
excepts 
excepting 
excepted 
fountain 
fountains 
model 
models 
modeling 
modeled 
object 
objects 
objecting 
objected 
purchase 
purchases 
purchasing 
purchased 
List of Words and Derivatives 
Third Week 
reply 
replies 
replying 
replied 
station 
stations 
stationed 
salad 
salads 
trouble 
troubles 
troubling 
troubled 
usual 
usually 
86 
I 
II 
I 
87 
Name ------------------------------------- Grade --------
School ----------------------------------- Date -----------
FIRST DAY 
HEADLINES NEEDED! 
Who am I? What am I? Where am I? 
A. People stop to admire me in museums. My nest is built on a rocky 
ledge. My young require three years to develop the white head 
feathers that make them look bald. Some of us are supposed to live a 
hundred years. I am the national emblem of the United States. 
WHO AM I? 
B. When you purchase a ticket for a ride with me, the clerk or agent 
puts it in an envelope and places you in my care. A hostess enter-
tains you with conversation and sees that you breathe pure air. She 
also gives you medicine if you have a headache. She will store your 
parcels, encourage you if you feel afraid and remind you to fasten 
your safety belt, when necessary. My chief aim is safety and I will 
take you safely to your destination. WHAT AM I? 
c. I am a master of the gasoline motor and the cement highway. I travel 
a long stretch of winding road. I can guide my vehicle around each 
heavy truck and along the slippery pavement. I am a favorite with 
passengers and a model for other drivers. I am a man of unusual 
height and weight and so strong that I can steer easily. I never 
omit stopping at a railroad crossing. WHO AM I? 
D. I am a celebrated natural wonder. People come from miles around to 
view my action. I am located in one of America's great national 
parks, known for its splendid scenery. I am famous for my punctuality 
since I act every hour, on the hour. WHO AM I? - and WHERE AM I? 
Answers - A. c. 
B. ------------------- D. 
Now you try to write a descriptive paragraph like the ones you have just 
read, using the words listed below. Try to use all the words in each 
II 
I 
I! 
II 
II 
II 
li 
I 
I 
I 
' 
" 
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FIRST DAY (continued) 
group to describe one particular person or thing. Borrow from the other I' 
two groups if you need to. Use the back of your paper if more space is 
I needed. 
I II III 
fountain government trouble 
independence object salad 
length collect usual 
model reply inmense 
pleasant league all right 
conductor memory station 
loose envelope honor 'I 
purchase easy ocean II eighth direction rough 
II contain attempt search 
"" 
I 
I 
II 
il I, 
I 
~ I I 
I 
I 
li 
II 
~===9F=========================-================+===== 
Name ------------------ Grade -----------
School ----------------- Da.te ------
SECOND DAY 
What word does the definition make you think of? Do you know another 
word which means about the same? Search the list of words in the right 
hand column for a good choice. 
A. The first word in column I is facing - and the word opposite has been 
written beside it. Facing means about the same as opposite. Now try 
the second one. 
B. Write a word which means to consider wonderful. The word admire may 
be used to mean the same. 
C. Write the word which means left out. Did you write omitted? 
Column I Column II Word List 
facing usual 
attempt 
consider wonderful easy 
station 
left out immense 
except 
argue against length 
gasoline 
buy eighth 
trouble 
to try regular 
model 
something bought or sold loose 
cheaply opposite 
all right 
answer object 
contain 
bring together in one salad 
place fountain 
collect 
a fuel admire 
omitted 
I 
,j 
II 
Column I 
huge 
depot 
simple 
SECOND DAY (continued) 
Column II Word List 
purchase 
bargain 
reply 
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Name ------------------------------------- Grade ------------
School ----------------------------------- Date -------
THIRD DAY !:,1 
How good are you at painting pictures with words? Can you change the II 
I' 
sentences listed below and make them really live? Study the example given 'i 
and use descriptive words from your list (also your derived list) to help [ 
l' you. Use two sentences if necessary. j[ 
EXAMPLE: a) John heard a noise. 'I 
b) John stiffened with terror as he caught the sound of 
1
1 
I 
stealthy footsteps mounting the stairs. i 
i 
Word List 
1. a) The child walked to the store. 
decide 
b) addition I' 
II 
a) 
attempt 
2. The crowds watched as the pitcher threw the ball. certain [! 
collect :I b) balance I 
receive II 
3. a) The ship left the dock. library il II 
b) growth II necessary 
I forward 4. a) The children ate their dinner. immense 
I b) except loose !I known I, s. a) We looked up and saw birds in the sky. metal 
'I 
b) easy II injure 
6. 
knife 
II a) There was a pretty moth in the display case. height 
measure 'I 
b) salad II [! 
7. a) 
memory 
II The boy went home through the woods. model 
b) rough Ji lettuce d 
I J, 
II 
II 
'I 
!I 
'! 
ii 
'I 
:1: 
THIRD DAY (continued) 
8. a) Our team won the game. 
b) 
9. a) Joe had a bad dream. 
b) 
10. a) The storm caused some damage. 
b) 
Word List 
national 
pleasant 
object 
prepare 
reply 
ocean 
opposite 
precious 
hospital 
foreign 
intend 
fountain 
eighth 
fasten 
grocery 
educate 
reward 
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II 
I 
I 
II 
'I 
II 
II 
ll 
'I lj 
I, 
[I 
i 
!, 
'I 
I 
Name -------------------------------------
Grade 
SChool -----------------------------------
Date 
FOURTH DAY 
"Three-In-One" 
Can you use the three words in the group below, in one sentence - or 
perhaps you may need two sentences to use them. Would you like to try? 
Remember, } words to be used in ! sentence (if you can), or in 2 
sentences. Listed below are words in groups of three: 
1 
collect 
usual 
object 
6 
attempt 
direction 
passenger 
2 
pleasant 
station 
easy 
7 
eighth 
gasoline 
immense 
3 
all right 
length 
regular 
8 
loose 
model 
reply 
4 
salad 
trouble 
except 
9 
independence 
fountain 
accept 
s 
bargain 
contain 
purchase 
10 
certain 
compete 
decide 
-----------------------------------------------------------------1 
If 
-------------------1: 
----------------------11 
II 
------------------------------------------------------1 
!I 
il 
I• ,, 
'I I, 
i 
addition 
admit 
admits 
admitted 
admitting 
balance 
balances 
balanced 
balancing 
cheese 
convince 
convinces 
convinced 
convincing 
daughter 
daughters 
hospital 
hospitals 
known 
lettuce 
memory 
memories 
national 
occasion 
occasions 
List of Words and Derivatives 
Fourth Week 
promise 
promises 
promised 
promising 
permit 
permits 
permitted 
permitting 
rough 
roughed 
roughing 
search 
searches 
searched 
searching 
splendid 
throat 
disappoint 
94 ,f 
!j 
II 
il 
'I 
I' !' jl 
i! 
li 
___ Jk .. 
'I 95 
1: 
I' Name -------------------
11 
Grade ------
,, School Date------
'I I, 
FIRST DAY 
Spelling Conversations - l 
1!. All of us like to talk. It is fun to talk all of the time--even when we 
are not supposed to. Today you are going to pretend you overhear the 
1,,1 talking or conversation of some different people. You will write what you 
I: think these people would say in the situation below. To make the game 
'' more interesting, you have to use all of the words or forms of the words 
listed below. Try itl It1 s funl 
Words to be used 
throat 
hospital 
memory 
Situation 
rough 
search 
splendid 
Be sure to underline the 
word each time you use it. 
There has been a serious plane crash in the jungle. Two pilots, after a 
long search, have been brought to a hospital nearby. If you were the 
doctor or nurse telling about the case, what would you say to a reporter 
who wants a story for a magazine? 
Doctor: The pilots certainly had a rough time of it. They are lucky 
that the search for them was-sllCcessful. 
Newspaper reporter: Was the hospital equipped to treat them properly? 
Doctor: 
of the words? Tomorrow we will try some more. 
c-l 
II 
1: 
i: 
I' 
I' 
t: il 
ii 
I! 
II 
I! ,. 
li 
! 
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Name Grade ------
School ---------------------------------- Date 
SECOND DAY 
Spelling Conversations - 2 
Do you remember what you did in spelling yesterday? Today we are going to 
do some more written chats just as we did yesterday. You will pretend 
that you hear the conversation between two people and you will write what 
you have heard. them say. Remember, you have to use all of the words or 
forms of the words listed below. 
Words to be used 
permit 
promise 
national 
Situation 
occasion 
known 
daughter 
Be sure to underline the 
word each time you use it. 
Your sister or brother is asking for the chance to have a party for a very 
:: important girl, the daughter of the school principal. Your parents do not 
like the idea. Your sister is trying to convince them to let her have the 
party. How might the conversation sound if you were listening to it? 
Sister: Please, Mother, permit me to have this party. 
Mother: Oh, Sue, I don't see how I can promise you anything. 
Father: 
- ~:~- . "::_-,-,. -·- -- ··- ·-
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Name Grade 
---...,----
School ----------------------------------- Date -----
THIRD DAY 
Spelling Conversations - 3 
' 
' Today we are going to do some more conversations with spelling words. We 
1! will do them just like the ones you did yesterday and the day before. 
Ii
i .. However, today you must start your own conversation without any help at 
all. Remember to use all of the words or forms of the words listed below. 
1: 
1: 
i' 
' ,. 
i: 
ii 
I' 
Words to be used 
addition 
balance 
cheese 
Situation 
lettuce 
convince 
admit 
disappoint 
memory 
Be sure to underline 
the word each time 
you use it. 
There is a job open at the local grocery store. The store owner thinks 
you are too young to be working for him. You want the job very much so 
'' that you can save enough money for some new clothes. Convince him to let 
you come to work. 
" !i 
i! 
i! 
:: 
I 
--· 98 
Grade 
Name ------------------------------------- ---------
School ----------------------------------- Date --------
FOURTH DAY 
Spelling Conversations - 4 & 5 
All week long we have been writing little chats or conversation between 
two or more people. At first the dialogue was started for you and then 
eventually you didn•t need any help in this at all. Today you are going 
to be very grown up. Take all of the words written below and try to work 
them into a conversation of your own. You need not pay any attention to 
the suggestions below, but you can start out with your own thoughts and 
ideas. 
However, if you should need a little help, use the suggestions below and 
see what you can do with them. 
You may use more than one situation; that is, you can write two conversa-
tions on two different situations. Try to use all of the words. 
This may be more difficult, but I think you will find it fun. 
\'lords to be used (all of the words you have had this week) 
permit occasion throat rough addition 
promise known hospital search balance 
national daughter memory splendid cheese 
lettuce convince admit disappoint 
Situation 
1. You are a guide at the Boston Museum of Science. A group of children 
from the city are making a tour and you notice they are interested in 
snakes. Not having seen very many, they have some weird and false 
notions. You are going to tell them the truth. 
2. 
3. 
Mrs. Taddish is recovering from an accident and wishes to take 
vacation. She is talking with a travel agent about the trip. 
a very difficult, stuffy person. The travel agent is annoyed. 
might their conversation sound? 
a long 
She is 
How 
Mrs. Pretty Cat is worried about her young kittens. 
be no happiness in this crazy, mixed-up cat world. 
There seems to 
Mrs. Dark Alley 
99 
FOURTH DAY (continued) 
<i doesn• t seem to be much help to her. You have overheard their con-
!: versation. How might it sound? 
NOTE 
It is possible to use variations of the words. 
You may use a variation of the suggested situations above. 
List of Words and Derivatives 
Fifth Week 
All other words in these exercises have been studied before. 
; 
receive 
receives 
received 
receiving 
league 
recess 
regular 
'
1 
salad II li salads 
,, usual 
!i usually 
'I I 
,, reply 
!i replies 
replied 
replying 
station 
purchase 
purchases 
purchased 
purchasing 
pleasant 
object 
objects 
objected 
objecting 
trouble 
troubles 
troubled 
100 
I' II 
I li 
i! i! -+-~- --- -~ -.. 
101 li 
li Name ------------------ Grade ------
li School 
li 
Date------
!i 
1: 
!: 
II 
I! 
FIRST DAY 
Words with Several Meanings 
!! receive: 1. 
1: 
II 2. 
To take something that is given. 
To be accepted as a social equal. 
ij 
fJ 
" 
3. To change incoming electrical waves into signals. 
DIRECTIONS 
Which one of the above meanings is used in the following sentences? 
Place the number of the correct definition at the right and fill each 
blank with the correct form of the word. See list of derived words. 
The king--------- him at court. ( ) 
Mary will good pay for her work. ( ) 
The radio set is not --------- very well. ( ) 
league: 1. A measure of distance. 
2. An agreement between two persons or nations. 
3. An association of states or like groups. 
Follow directions for preceding exercise. 
recess: 
The games of the little _______ were held each 
evening. ( ) 
Have you read "Twenty Thousand Under the 
-----
Sea"? ( ) 
The two thieves were in ------- with each other. ( ) 
1. A space set back in a wall. 
2. A short time during which work stops. 
3. A lonely or hidden place. 
The hermit lived in the deep ------- of the wood. ( ) 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
102 
FIRST DAY (continued) 
Following lunch there will be a short -------· ( ) 
The figure was placed in a small ------- in the 
wall. ( ) 
"" ---~----- ~- ---~- --·- --· 
-- '·--------------- ---
Name 103 Grade ----------
School ------------------------------------- Date 
SECOND DAY 
Can you build an exciting story around a few well chosen words? Try it! 
Select one of the following situations and develop it, using as many words 
from your list as you can to show your feelings of fright, suspense, anger, 
joy, surprise, etc. 
1. Suddenly I was awakened! I reached over the side of my bed for 
my shoes and my hand touched something soft, furry, and wet! 
2. We were approaching the landing strip, when suddenly we zoomed 
back up into the sky! 
3. A jagged streak of lightning, followed by a splintering crasb of 
thunder brought me to my senses! I must have dozed off while I 
was reading. Everyone was gone, including the librarian. I 
groped my way through the darkness and finally found the light 
switch. I turned it on. Nothing happened! I reached for the 
telephone on the librarian's desk. It, too, was dead. 
4. The guide was just explaining the progress of the monarch butter-
fly from the egg and caterpillar stage to full growth, when a 
piercing scream split the usual quiet of the mu.sewn. Someone 
yelled, liThe boa constrictor is loose!" 
regular 
salad 
contain 
direction 
easy 
fountain 
immense 
usual 
trouble 
bargain 
except 
gasoline 
loose 
object 
reply 
station 
lengtb 
collect 
attempt 
all right 
purchase 
model 
i, 
li 
.. n-- -c- ----
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li 
'I 
THIRD DAY 
I' 
I Endings such as ing, ed, ~ are called suffixes. The word to which a 
i 
suffix is added is the ROOT WORD and the new word is a DERIVATIVE. 
I' 
11 
,I 
For example, prepared is a derivative of prepare. 
il 
j! DIRECTIONS: 
I' 
,I 
To each word in parentheses, add a suffix to form a 
:I 
li 
li 
II 
ii 
,, 
II ,. 
1: 
:: 
',i 
' 
il 
II p 
" li 
I! 
II 
1. 
2. 
). 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
B. 
9. 
10. 
derivative that will make sense in the sentence. 
The children were ( excite ) over the thought of 
seeing a movie. 
Tom's mother will be ( prepare ) -------the food for the 
party on Monday. 
The ( manage ) 
------- of Hale's Department Store hired 
Mr. Stone. 
Mother had ( prepare ) dinner when I came home. 
-----
It was a ( disappoint ) 
------- performance. 
The milk in the ( contain ) turned sour. 
------
Chief John ( inspect ) the ruins of the burned 
------building. 
The town will be ( honor ) 
------- the soldiers when they 
return. 
The salesman ( measure ) 
------- the length of the rug. 
The winner of the Art Contest is ( receive ) 
award tonight. ------
his 
i' DIR:i:CTIONS: Write the derivatives you have formed. 
iJ 
II 
n ll 
li 
105 t-
:1 Name li ----------- Grade -----------
1 School ----------------
11 
Date ------------
li 
li 
II 
II 
li q 
II 
,, 
I' 
1: 
1: 
'I 
1: !i li 
;! 
II 
i' II 
II 
I! ,. 
II 
II 
1: 
n 
I, 
'I li 
I 
FOURrH DAY 
Do you like to pretend you are someone else? Try this! You are the star 
reporter on the ILLUSTRATED PRESS. Select one of the headlines listed 
below for your big scoop, and write one or two paragraphs covering the 
event. Refer to the list of words at the bottom of the sheet and try to 
fit in as many of the underlined words as you can. The other words are 
there to help you. You may use any or all of them if necessary. 
A. MR. BIG COMES TO TOWN (Can be any famous personage) 
B. GREEDY GOAT GOES GALLIVANTING 
C. LOCAL BOY ROCKETS TO THE MOON 
D. CRANBERRIES TRAVEL FAR AND WIDE 
E. SCIENCE FAIR AT LINCOLN SCHOOL (Or your school) 
F. INDIAN RELICS PROVE TOURIST ATTRACTION 
G. A GREAT GAME 
direction 
independence 
model 
j2'le'a5ant 
purchase 
usual 
all right 
except 
loose 
length 
object 
regular 
station 
trouble 
(use back of paper for extra space) 
fountain 
attempt 
contain 
eighth 
immense 
gasoline 
clothes 
height 
inspect 
metal 
manage 
passenger 
necessary 
easy 
i (Don 1t forget to refer to your list of derived words when you need to 
4', change the spelling of any of your words.) ' 
ii p 
!: 
:;-:--.....::=-:: ---=----::___--;.- _--o:--:-:::--=._~::---- -:-·-----=.--=-::--~=- - - __ ;:- - - -
::-
" """ ~ -
"' 
1: ,, 
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List of Words and Derivatives 
li 
\I Sixth Week 
I' jl 
II I, 
i! forward 
I' 
'ti daughter 
II daughters 
j! inspect 
II inspects !i inspected 
I! inspecting :: 
growth 
envelope 
envelopes 
threw 
debt 
debts 
i! 
grocery 
,, 
,, imagine 
imagines 
imagined 
imagining 
'i through I• ,,
li 
success 
successful 
separate 
separates 
separated 
separating 
. . . it 
,, 
., 
i: Name 
'I ---------------------------------------:. 
!i li School -----------------
1 FIRST DAY 
107 
Grade ------
Date -------------
I write three phrases which might describe, or have something to do with 
I 
i each of the subjects listed below. Use any of the words on the list. 
,, 
:j I, Underline the word you use. 
'I I 
.I 1. FOOD ElCAMPLE: FOOD 
il I' a. fresh crispy lettuce 
!, 2. BOOKS 
li b. three regular meals 
3. TRAVEL 
c. carefully prepared dinner 
4. VACATION TIME 
5. HOBBIES 
6. SUPER MARKETS 
Word List 
!i huge salad passenger collect thirsty occasion ,. 
,, 
l! length trouble compete immense honor pleasant 
I ~ deceive fountain direction gasoline known rough 
regular contain object loose memory national 
usual bargain except attempt forward injure 
lettuce grocery prepare among clothes reward 
,, 
il FOOD OOOKS TRAVEL 
1: 
--
i' 
a. a. a. 
" •' i! 
:I b. b. b. 
c. c. c. 
VACATION TIME HOBBIES SUPER }IARKETS 
,, 
I 
'I ,, 
II 
' 
a. a. a. ------------
b. b. b. 
c. c. 
' 
!I 
II 
II 
--1c=-,--- ---
Name -------------------------------------
I 
I 
I! 
'I 
School -----------------------------------
SECOND DAY 
Words That Mean The Same Thing 
- ------:r--
108 
Grade -------
Date 
--------
I; I' Rewrite the following sentences using a new word in place of the underlined 
1! word or words in each. Choose a word from the list below. 
" 
" i! !,' 
' 
debt 
grocery 
injure 
separate 
1
: The boy was careful not to harm the bird. 
:: 
,_ ,, 
' ,, 
I! 
if 
'I I~ 
ii 
II 
li 
ii 
The dogs chased each among the trees. 
The obligation was larger than he could pay. 
success 
through 
li We bought both bread and milk at the corner store. 
I' !I 
II 
II 
ll There were two unconnected apartments in the house. 
d ii ii The business venture was not a failure. 
,, 
,. 
- ----~- ----------------
---· -·- - ·--
I! 
I' 
i! 
li 
--- - -~---: ----_-...:;----_-.,...,--- -----~--tc -----------~ 
I 
j! NaJne -------------------
109 
Grade ------
,, 
School ----------------------- Date------
THIRD DAY 
Spelling Conversations--Once Again!! 
Do you remember writing spelling conversations or chats between people a 
couple of weeks ago? Today we are going to try it again. You will do 
exactly as you did before--try to use all of the words listed below in 
your conversation. 
Words to be used 
forward 
growth 
daughter 
Situation 
inspect 
envelope 
threw 
Be sure to underline 
each word as you use it. 
Grandma and Grandpa, who live in another city far away, are visiting you. 
You are living in a brand new, extremely modern house and they do not like 
the house at all. They are very definite in their belief and they let you 
know just what they think. 
Grandma: "Well, I never thought my daughter would live in a place like 
this. 11 
Grandpa: "Yes, dear, I will have to inspect this new-fangled plumbing. 
I 111 bet it's no good. " 
Mother: 
::-c·-- .. - -- ~----
~,--
Name -----------------------------------
School 
FOURTH DAY 
The Last Conversation (s) 
110 
Grade 
Date------
Today will be our last spelling conversation, and will conclude the entire 
spelling experiment on which you have been working for the past few weeks. 
You are going to be completely on your own! You may use as many different 
situations as you wish or you may use all of the words listed below in one 
major bit of conversation. 
Remember--try to use all of the spelling words at one time or another. 
Notice that they are the words you have had to study this week. 
Words to be used 
forward 
daughter 
inspect 
growth 
envelope 
threw 
debt 
grocery 
imagine 
through 
success 
separate 
I' li 
I' jl 
,I ,, 
~~--
.1 
-·- -o·- ·------- -:· 
111 
li Name Grade ------II -------------
'1 
" School ------------------- Date------
1 ~
jj 
,, 
•' ii 
i! 
!i 
I' 
,! 
Spelling Paragraph--1 
Mr. and Mrs, Dawes were planning a visit to South America with their 
daughter Lucy who did not want to go, In addition to this and other 
worries, they had to ~ to themselves that this trip would leave their 
bank balance very low, Mr. Dawes had to convince his wife that the trip 
was worthwhile in spite of these problems, 
"We must look forward, dear," said Mr. Dawes, "as it will be a wonderful 
occasion, Just think of the splendid memory you will have as we reach the 
shores of Rio. 11 
"All right, I do not want to disappoint you, but if I had known this 
would happen, I promise you I wouldn It have planned this trip." 
The boat left New York Harbor on time. As they got to sea, the voyage 
became very rough as one engine was broken. Eating cheese and lettuce 
sandwiches did not help their weak stomachs. 
'I 
11 Upon their arrival in Rio de Janiero, members of the national police 
I, ,, 
li showed them an envelope containing a permit to inspect their luggage in 
ij 
l1 order to search for some hospital supplies that would help cure a 
mysterious disease which occurs as a growth in the throat of its victim. 
After the ordeal was over, the Dawes family threw themselves into the 
gaiety and splendor of the city in order to forget their unhappy 
experience. 
ii ,, 
II 
j! 
·I 
' -~" -·-··· ----- - . -- - - - -- -
j; 112 
li Name 
,j -------------------- Grade ------
11 
I! School ----------------
!1 
Date------
I' 
il 
Spelling Paragraph--2 
'· I' 
11 As an educated government agent working for Wells Fargo, Jim Hardy had to 
Ill accept certain responsibilities including those of taking care of the mail 
II and passengers, 
I As he fastened his horse to the hitching post on Main Avenue, excited 
II 
i! 
L 
!j 
I! i! 
I, 
I! 
i! i! 
' I· 
people poured out of the theater, anxious to get their mail which had just 
been brought in, 
Jim, thirsty from the long ride, entered tile store, As the waiter went to 
prepare his drink, Jim noticed a sly looking character standing opposite 
him, The man was pretending to read the current news, 
Jim thought that the man's appearance was deceiving, He also thought that 
some day he would have to compete with this man, Suddenly Jim Hardy was 
struck with the handle of a rather large knife, The weight of it stunned 
him; however, he recovered quickly, Jim intended to act at once and began 
to defend himself with his fists. A crowd gathered to watch the exciting 
~· Jim Hardy managed to have his opponent lose, 
Later, the town found out the sly man had planned to rob the stage. Jim 
Hardy was given the reward, a bag of gold, which had been measured. From 
then on the people always honored Jim Hardy, 
I 
II 
il 
II 
ij ~;-l~--- ~~- cc-
,1 
'I ll3 
ii Name il --------------------- Grade ------
11 School ---------------- Date------
Spelling Paragraph--3 
ii 
ii I! The class was encouraged by their teacher to visit the library. It was 
lj 
II 
li q 
li 
!! 
; 
:: 
' t! 
especially cold on the day we decided to go and we were careful to wear 
our warmest clothes. It was necessar,y to cover our ears so that they 
would not ache with the cold. 
We hurried toward the building, not wanting to lose precious time. 
Hunting among the books was fun although the height of some of the metal 
shelves was too great for us. Our trip was a success and as we walked 
through the hall, we stopped for a drink at a fountain placed in a recess 
li in the wall. 
il 
!i ,, 
On the way home we went our separate ways carrying our burden of books. 
I boarded a bus and after the conductor had received my ticket I turned 
eagerly to "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea" expecting to read of 
strange oceans and foreign countries. A fresh paper cover had been placed 
on the book to keep it from being injured. 
I left the bus at the corner grocery so that I might pay a debt for my 
'I mother. We all had a happy day. 
:! 
'I h 
I! 
I! 
-· -J~,c·c· 
~ I ;: 
11 Name ------------------ Grade 
School ----------------------------------- Date -------
Spelling Paragraph--4 
Mike and Tom are model truck drivers in the business, They leave the 
truck station early in the morning, after receiving directions from their 
boss as to where their pick-ups will be made. The immense vans they 
drive contain many valuable articles. Sometimes they collect merchandise 
valued at hundreds of dollars, Their usual routine consists of filling 
the tanks with gasoline, checking to see that all vital nuts and bolts 
have not become loose, and that everything in general is all right. 
Mike does the driving on the way down, and Tom takes over the wheel 
coming home, Usually the trip is a pleasant one, with nothing happening 
to cause them trouble, 
Around noon To~ and Mike attempt to make their regu1ar stop for lunch. 
Their favorite restaurant is operated by a lovely old couple who always 
have a cheery reply to their greetings. Here they purchase an excellent 
meal which they feel is a bargain, Tom likes the steaks, but Mike, who is 
on a diet, prefers a well-seasoned salad. 
The trip back is easy because except for one or two deliveries, their 
work is done; so they travel the whole length of the road with a feeling 
of independence, 
115 
Name ------------------------------------- Grade ---------
School ----------------------------------- Date ---------
,, 
1: 
., 
li ii 
Spelling Synonym Test--1 
Ted Williams hit the ball on his first-----.-:--------· 
try 
Mary said she was 
----...,---;,----,,.----· 
not hurt 
The grocer advertised some -~-~~----­
good buys 
today. 
The fourth grade --~-~-.-~~--- a fine group of specimens, 
gathered together 
5. The box------;,---,;-<------ a great many books. 
held 
6. The wind was blowing from a southerly 
---.di"'"· -r-e-c7t 7ion 
II 
II 
7. John found that his part of the job was to perform. 
,, 
' 
8. All the children, 
not hard 
---------- one, rrere present. 
save 
9. The boys took their turns at the water---====------· 
bubbler 
10. An engine must have --~~.------- before it can be operated. 
fuel 
11. The colonies demanded their --=,.--,=----
freedom 
12. The builders had to remove an 
i• a huge 
------~------ boulder before they 
ii could continue their work. d 
1: 
I• 13. The handle of the door was ;! 
d not tight 
!! 
14. The architect built a 
small scale sample 
--:=:-;-;--::::::"r::--::::=.-::----- of the building to 
' i' put on display. 
i! . 
1
: 15, The puppies loudly-----.--;--;---- to being put back in their box. 
~ i protested 
-- -- __ j=--·- ~-- = 
'I 
'I 
! 
- :-:·c-:::--·::-- ---· - - -· 
16. We enjoyed a very ------=-~---------- evening at the concert. 
nice 
17. The sixth grade -------;::-:-::=.:------ an encyclopedia with their 
bought 
prize money. 
18. The---====----- came back very quickly. 
answer 
19. Our eastern coastline is fairly----:=-=-----
even 
20. The train pulled into the ----:;-=:-:;:---- five minutes late. 
depot 
21. The cook served a delicious --~~~~n------------· 
mixture of greens 
116 
22. If you don't obey the rules, you are liable to get into --..,..,.-.,.,.,--....,.--· 
difficulty 
23. The boy scouts met in the clubhouse at the 
-:-:-::-:-=::-:;----- time. 
accustomed 
117 
Name ------------------------------------- Grade ---------
!I 
!I !i 
!I 
:I 
n 
School Date --------
Spelling Synonym Test--2 
il l. The gay children played -------,,-,----- the tall trees. 
amid ,, i! 
II 
:I 
r· 2. The -----:------ in the boy's leg slowly went away. 
pain !i 
,I q 
li rl ). The old man carried a heavy ------~~---------- on his back. 
load ,, 
:I 
:i 4. Mary packed her---..,..-----..,,....,-..-------- in the large bag. 
1: dresses and blouses 
;I, 
b 
II 
' 
5. 
6. 
We followed our----:==---- through the strange streets. 
guide 
Bill was unable to ---===-=----- which way to go. 
determine 
7. Mary -----,==....-:-=--- wanted to see that movie. 
particularly 
8. The mother 
_____ ur_g_e~d~----
the baby to take a few steps. 
9. The visitor had come from a -------=-==-::------- land across the sea. 
strange 
ii 10 I' • The plane gained -----~c-:-:---;--- very quickly. 
altitude ,: I 
II 
I 
II 
II 
" 
11. 
!' 12. 
The school owned an interesting------:=,-=,....-,---:===-------· 
collection of books 
The blacksmith shaped the ------.==----- on the anvil. 
iron 
It was --------,-.,.-...------- that we work quickly. 
essential 
'' 14. The ----------- was very rough that day. 
sea 
1115. Gold is a ----=::-:-------metal used in making jewelry. 
- 1: rare 
' ~ 'I 
. . .. . .. -7c~·••=jf· _ ~~-. ------ -==-~~--~~----.. '' 
I' 
,I 
!I 
i: 
" 
22. 
I' :I 23. ,, 
h 
I' 
li ,, 
,, 24. il j! 
li 
n 25. li 
II 
Mary ran ------~~~~~--~--~~-- her house. 
in the direction of 
Did you --------~--------- a letter in the mail today? 
get 
118 
The Red Sox are members of the National ------------- of teams. 
group 
The children enjoyed a short --------.-...,----------- from their work. 
rest 
The ----,-.,..,..--...,....,------- was more than the man could pay. 
obligation 
We bought our supplies at the local --------::---;------- store. 
food 
Tom was careful not to 
The farmer was careful 
the good ones. 
------~-,-------the small animal. 
hurt 
to 
----------------- the poor apples from 
divide 
The winning of the race was a 
----.,..-.,----,.------- for the small boy. 
triumph 
Bill ran the hall shouting noisily. 
along 
·-- ·-~ -------·· .. 
Name -------------------------------------
119 
Grade -------
School ---------------------------- Date -------
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
B. 
9. 
Spelling Synonym Test--3 
The men were repairing Main ---------
Street 
Will you 
Are you 
John has 
---~~-------- the nomination for president? 
take 
sure 
received the 
your mother will let you go? 
--------------- issue of My Weekly Reader. 
latest 
The two sixth grades will 
---.,------- for the prize. 
try 
Don't ---,...-,-------- him by showing the wrong way. 
trick 
The school tries to-----~------ all pupils. 
teach 
The crime will --------- the community. 
arouse 
-
---=...------- the buckle on your shoes. 
Fix 
The people of the state will ----...----- tile new governor at a 
praise 
dance. 
Does the teacher --------------
plan 
to give a test on Friday? 
12. We cut bread with a sharp ---.--...----------· 
tool 
13. Did you------------
waste 
time during the arithmetic test? 
!I 14. Use your ruler to ------,f"'in,..._.,d ______ _ 
II 
the length of the room. 
II I, 
li 
-- ,-, ·~· -i===· -,, 
i! 
li 
" 'I j: 
" ii 
.... t· -. -- . 
15. Mother will --....-;:-:::-=:---- dinner now. 
get ready 
16. Mr. Fish is a ---~~~------- on this train. 
rider 
17. The man received a---~~------ for finding the stolen money. 
gift 
18. You can see a beautiful snow 
window. 
----~~------ from our classroom 
picture 
19. Shake hands with the person ---==-------- you. 
facing 
20. The boy on the bicycle was -----~~------ by a moving car. 
hit 
it 21 II • Did you see the film at the Loew1 s movie ----.--------? house II 
lj 
1
1 22 !' • 
li 
II 23. 
I! 
il 
lr 
!; 
" I! 
. ··==i'!o' = 
The children were ----,..---...,..-.....,-=....,--- after playing outdoors. 
anxious to drink 
The bridge collapsed under the ---.....--..,---- of the truck. 
load 
120 
II 
,, 
li 
I! 
i ~ 
c - -c--oco~,---~~------
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11 Name --------------------
11 School ------------------
Grade ------
,, Date -------
li ,, 
Spelling Synonym Test-4 ii I, 
II l. 
,I 
Mr. and Mrs. Jones were building an---,---,----
extension 
to their 
!r 
house to make room for their guests. I! I 
I 
II 2. 
II 
I! 
The man would not ---..,----- that he was guilty of the crime. 
confess 
I' 
3. After cashing a check for $10.00, the ----,---,...----- of the 
remainder 
account was $2S.oo. 
4. We must--------- him that there is no need to worry about 
s. 
6. 
7. 
assure 
missing a lot of school work because of his illness. 
The mother told her youngest---,..........----- to stop crying. 
girl 
The -----,------ of the car had been making a loud noise. 
motor 
The letter was folded neatly and placed in an --:-==---------· 
a paper wrapper 
----,------- was small and cozy. 
the new plumbing. 
----;-:--~--you were coming, I would have met you at 
-~-~--~~--- was eaten by the rabbits. 
leafy vegetable 
of the happy occasion. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
The 
affair 
---------------- was very pleasant. 
The flag is our 
---------------- emblem. 
country's 
I 
-..---------,-------that there will be no homework tonight. 
give my word 
She will ----~~-------- you to make up the test after school. 
allow 
It was a 
violent 
----~~-------- sea voyage. 
He will 
look 
---------------- for Captain Kidd 1s treasure. 
The actor gave a -----~~~~----- performance. brilliant 
i! 
il 20. She --~----..,--------
1' tossed 
the football to the gym teacher. 
'I !I 
i' I! 
li 
II 
II 
,I 
II 
11 
lr 
1: 
li 
I< ,, 
II ,, 
ti 
ll 
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